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Table of Abbreviations
GACOR--Governor's Advisory Commission on Ocean Resources, founded in
1965 by Governor Brown to study coastal problems and make recommendations to the governor.
ICOR--Interagency Committee on Ocean Resources. Funded in 1967, it is
chaired by the Lieutenant Governor and charged with the responsibility
for preparation of the COAP.
COAP--Comprehensive Ocean Area Plan. First proposed in December 1966 by
Resources Agency Committee on Ocean Resources, its preparation was
ordered by the Legislature in 1967. It is scheduled for completion
in 1972.
CMC--California Advisory Commission on Marine and Coastal Resources,
created by the Legislature in 1967. Reviews the COAP and continues
the work of GACOR.
DNOD--Department of Navigation and Ocean Development, created from the
Department of Harbors and Watercraft as part of the Reorganization of
the Executive Branch of California Government, Plan 2, of 1969. It
was previously responsible for the development of small craft harbors
on the coast in addition to other functions.
PCL--Planning and Conservation League, founded in 1965 as a lobby group
in Sacramento by several conservationist organizations.
C.O.A.S.T.--Californians Organized to Acquire Access to State Tidelands.
It is a Northern California-based group which seeks public access to
tidelands and preservation of the coast.
BCDC--Bay Conservation and Development Commission, founded by the Legislature in 1965 to regulate the filling and development of San Francisco
Bay.
P.U.C.--Public Utilities Commission, a state commission regulating activities of public utilities in California.
EQSC--Environmental Quality Study Council, founded in 1969.
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State Office of Planning
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for National Action

Commission on Marine Science,
Engineering, and Resources

Comprehensive Ocean Area Plan

Department of Navigation and
Ocean Development for ICOR
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Special Agencies within State Government Dealing with the Coast

Founding Year

Agency

Area of Responsibility

Governor's Advisory Commission
on Ocean Resources (GACOR)

Studies and makes policy
recommendations

1967

Interagency Committee on Ocean
Resources (ICOR)

Is responsible for COAP

1967

California Advisory Commission
on Marine and Coastal Resources (CMC)

Supercedes GACOR
Reviews COAP

1969

Department of Navigation and
Ocean Development (DNOD)

Has responsibility for
policy and its implementation; prepares COAP
under the direction of
ICOR

LAND~SE PLANNING AND REGULATION ON
THE CALIFORNIA COAST: THE STATE ROLE

Fred C. Doolittle

California's thousand-mile coastline is one of her most precious and
intensively used resources; about three-fourths of the state's population,
about 15 million people in 1970, live within an hour's drive of the Pacific
shoreline.

Because of these facts Californians have become increasingly

interested of late in formulating a statewide policy on the development
and conservation of their coastal resources.

This paper will provide a

history of state policy in this field and a discussion of the various
efforts to give the state government a greater role in the regulation of
coastal land use.

It will focus in addition on the people who have sup-

ported and opposed the various coastal policies.

Since views on the proper

future for the coastal zone vary, differences and similarities will be
examined.
Early State Action
The regulation of land use in California has traditionally been the
function of local governments.

Little notice was paid to problems of

coastal development at the state level until well into the sixties.
first official state

The

activity in this area was a conference on "California

and the World Ocean," held in Santa Monica in January of 1964.

A year

later the Governor's Advisory Commission on Ocean Resources (GACOR) was
formed.
GACOR later held six meetings and submitted a series of recommendations and resolutions to Governor Edmund G. Brown.

Their fourth meeting,
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in June 1966, resulted in the adoption of a number of recommendations of
the Subcommittee on Broad State and Federal Functions by the full Commission.
The

subcommittee recognized the problems of overlapping jurisdictions, and

of interaction and conflict at the federal, state, and local levels, and
called for a comprehensive, rather than piecemeal, approach.

The group al-

so urged detailed economic studies of the utilization and development of
coastal resources.

Indicating its awareness of the broad use of the state's

regulatory powers, the report continued:
These studies will be especially helpful in ••• the formulation of policies (on zoning, taxing, subsidies, etc.) that
can be used to stimulate desirable economic growth or to
dissuade undesirable growth •••
.•. the State is interested not only because of the importance of achieving the best use of capital and labor
resources, but also because the State has a very pronounced
regulatory role with respect to the use of marine resources.
These resources are generally shared by the public as a
whole and, as a result, tend to attract too many users and
frequently lead to conflicting uses .•.
Regulation of the use of these resources can only be
made by public agencies.l
GACOR placed its hopes for improved policy on better communication of
technical information.

It urged the state to "consider means of strengthen-

ing the information base upon which such local action as zoning, subdivisian and tax assessment are determined .•. "2

The Commission proposed no new

governmental organization to deal with this problem; consisting mostly of
experts in resource development, it was operating without the models of the
Bay Conservation and Development Commission or the State Water Quality
Control Board in its present form.

It is not surprising that GACOR did not

develop a complex regulatory structure.
In late 1965, the State Office of Planning issued California and the
Uses of the Ocean, a report prepared by the Institute of Marine Resources
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of the University of California.

Taking note of the fact that many deci-

sions which affect the development of the coastal zone are made in other
areas, the report recommended the strengthening of local governments' bargaining positions with nonlocal decisionmakers,3 although there were no
specifics as to how this should be done.

The report also recommended that

a Coastal Land Use Inventory be completed by the state government.4

Finally,

the report contained a more specific proposal for coordinating state regulation of the use of living marine resources.5

This report emphasized the

marine environment and dealt in no great detail with the problems of coastal
land use; it placed total reliance on local government for land-use regulation.

At this time there was no widespread belief, in either state govern-

ment or among the general public, that the coastal area had unique problems
which necessitated any new regulatory body.

Proposals urging preservation

over development were justified on purely scientific grounds.
In December 1966, the Resources Agency Committee on Ocean Resources
issued its report, California and the Ocean.

This document was to be the

beginning of the "action phase" of coastal resource regulation by the state,
and the Resources Agency Committee was to be the last of the study commissions
without statutory authority.6

The report called for the formulation of a

Comprehensive Ocean Area Plan which would blend "a number of single-interest
plans into one comprehensive plan. "7

The report urged experimenting with

the various single-interest plans of state government until an acceptable
combination plan could be formulated which would then become the final plan.
The proposal emphasized state policy and had virtually nothing to say about
how the activities of the private sector would be fitted into the plan or
regulated.

Rounding out the recommendations was a call for the establish-
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ment of an Interagency Committee on Ocean Resources (ICOR) to produce the
plan, and a "broad interest commission to consider and act on proposed
plan modifications. "8

The final recommendation urged a reliance on "ex-

isting state departments, other levels of government and the private sector
for implementation. "9
The motivation for this early call for protection of the coast was a
desire to regulate and coordinate marine resource development so as to
prevent waste of the resources.

There was no mention of any goal of pre-

servation nor any call for substantial reorganization of state government.
In the view of the report, agencies existed to deal with all the various
aspects of the problem but there was no coordination.

The study team which

was to prepare the Comprehensive Ocean Area Plan was merely a task force
of state employees from various agencies which had an interest in the coastal
area.

There were to be no

planning group.

nongovernment members or legislators on the

The Ocean Use Commission which would be formed to pass on

changes in the plan after its adoption was to consist of "ocean use interests and should include representatives of the Legislature and members of
ICOR."l0

The report was heavily oriented toward "use" of marine resources.

In December 1966, GACOR examined the Resources Agency proposals for
the Comprehensive Ocean Area Plan (GOAP} and found them wanting in many
areas. 11

GACOR had submitted a series of recommendations to the Resources

Agency on the organization of the body which would conduct the COAP12 but
these were apparently ignored in the first proposals by the Agency.

GACOR

severely criticized the Resources Agency for proposing solutions which had
already been shown to be inadequate and, by its bungling, allowing the
leadership in the field of coastal resource management to pass from the
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state to the federal government.l3

This was the first of many instances

in which the recommendations of a study group within state government were
ignored, a pattern that has persisted up to the present time.

As often

happens in the formative stages of a relatively new policy, various parts
of state government seem to be either operating at cross purposes or duplicating each other's work.

This has happened because at various times many

different groups involved in the problem of coastal resource management have
had enough strength to secure passage of legislation embodying each one's
particular interest or emphasis.

Thus in early 1967, for example, there

were GACOR, the Resources Agency Committee on Coastal Resources, the California Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine Resources (which was to
succeed the GACOR) and the COAP planning team.

The situation has become

even more confused as increasing numbers of interest groups have gained
strength and become actively involved.
In late 1967, GACOR made a!ecommendation which seems to be the first
call for indirect state regulation of coastal land use.

The Commission urged

that "a procedure be established for the supervision by appropriate state
agencies of the management of coastal land by local agencies ... Such supervision shall include the review and approval or disapproval of acts and decisions affecting the use of such lands .•• rrl4

The soundness of this policy

is still an issue in 1972 and is unresolved to this date.
In 1967, Assemblyman Winfield Shoemaker (D-8anta Barbara) introduced
the Marine Resources Conservation and Development Act of 1967, which was
based on the recommendations in California and th.e Ocean and the GACOR
comments.

The bill passed both houses after some amendment and was signed

by Governor Reagan with a reduction in appropriation.
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The Act charged the Governor with preparing a Comprehensive Ocean Area
Plan (COAP) by 1972.

The Act also established the California Advisory Com-

mission on Marine and Coastal Resources (CMC), consisting of thirty-six members
appointed by the Governor.

The CMC, which superseded GACOR, was to continue

its work and review the COAP when completed.
In the statute establishing the COAP, the following were included
among the objectives of the plan:
1.

The accelerated and responsible development of the resources
of the marine and coastal environment for the benefit of the
people of California by the increased utilization of mineral,
food, and other living resources of the sea.

2.

The improvement of commerce and transportation, and the wise
use of coastal, tide and submerged lands to meet the demands
of population growth in the coastal zone. With special reference to the coastline, determination should be made of the
priori ties of development that are required by the public interest and by the needs of the future population of the state.

3.

The expansion of human knowledge of the marine environment.

4.

The encouragement of investment by private enterprise in the
exploration, technological development, marine commerce, and
economic utilization of the resources of the marine environment.l5

In a 1970 background report, the COAP study team also added the following
as objectives of the plan:
1.

The development, encouragement and maintenance of orderly, longrange conservation and development of marine and coastal resources, in order to ensure their wise multiple use in the total
public interest.

2.

The promotion of effective utilization of the scientific and engineering resources of the State with close cooperation to avoid
unnecessary waste or duplication of effort, facilities, or equipment in managing the coastal zone.

3.

The prevention of conflict between ocean-oriented activities
within the governmental and private sectors and the designation
of lead agencies and committees to prepare and impliment specific
sections of the plan.16
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There appears to be more of a development orientation to the first
set of objectives passed by the Legislature in 1967 than to the amended
version of the objectives published by the COAP in 1970.

The first set

encourages the accelerated development of coastal resources but makes no
mention of balanced use or conservation.

The amended version emphasizes

the "long-range conservation and development of marine and coastal resources," with no reference to speeding development.
The Marine Resources Conservation and Development Act of 1967 was no
more than the beginning of a state coastal policy.

The bill began the

data-gathering process, the least controversial part of a statewide coastal
land-use policy.

It made no statement on any enforcement authority needed

to implement the plan; the completed COAP would contain recommendation on
implementation.

Thus decisions on the key aspects of coastal policy were

deferred until at least 1972.
One of the most interesting products of the COAP team so far has been
the "Preliminary List of Proposed General Guidelines and Criteria for Planners and Decisionmakers with Respect to the Coastal Zone" presented in
August 1970.
1.

The criteria are the following:

Primary uses of the relatively underdeveloped segments of the
coastal zone should be restricted to those uses that are dependent
on the zone's inherent resources or its environmental attributes.
(Supportive uses, modifications or structures would be permitted.)

2.

New uses of the coastal zone should not reduce environmental
qualities or amenities.

3,

The diversity of the coastal zone physical environment should
be maximized and maintained in such a way that the ecological
and physical systems tend toward stability.

4.

Environmental modifications and uses within the coastal zone
should not reduce unnecessarily the number of options available
to future generations.
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5.

Whenever possible, modifications should enhance utilization
of the coastal zone resources (consistent with the maintenance
of environmental quality).

6.

Unique scientific and educational opportunities in the coastal
zone should be preserved.

7.

Structural, transportation-related, and other physical modifications within the coastal zone should conform to the natural
land form whenever possible.

Criterion number one has been interpreted to mean that there should be no
residential development in the coastal zone.

As one member of the COAP

team pointed out, these recommendations could restrict development greatly
if they are followed.l7
In the following months these preliminary criteria were reconstituted
several times and emerged as the following two fundamental statements:
Dependency
No use or activity should be permitted in the coastal zone that does
not depend for its success on one or more of the economic, physical
or social resources or attributes of the coastal zone.
Impact
No use or activity should be permitted in the coastal zone that does
not have a net beneficial impact (or at least not a net adverse impact) on the physical, economic, or socio-economic attributes that
constitute the coastal zone environment.l8
The reference to physical resources in criterion one is supplemented
by mention of economic and social resources in the amended version.

Since

a proposal need be dependent upon only one of the three types of resources,
this amendment increase the chances for approval.

No longer would a develop-

ment be judged solely on its effect on physical resources.

Other consider-

ations could outweigh this, depending on the disposition of the enforcement
body.

Finally, the phrase "net beneficial impact" has no practical precise

meaning and will be interpreted as the majority of the decisionmaking body
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chooses.

Since there is, at present, no COAP statement concerning enforce-

ment of the plan, it is difficult to see what the practical meaning of these
statements are.

In the hands of a conservationist board, they could be quite

restrictive; with other interpreters, they could be very permissive.

Until

there is a definite proposal for an enforcement body, it is impossible to
know the real effect of the COAP.
There is considerable debate concerning the role the COAP should play
in the state's coastal policy.

The statute establishing the COAP began:

It is hereby declared to be the policy of the State of
California to develop, encourage and maintain a comprehensive, coordinated state plan for the orderly, long
range conservation and development of marine and coastal
resources which will ensure their wise multiple use in
the total public interest. The Governor shall develop
the California Comprehensive Ocean Area Plan to accomplish this objective.
It seems that at this time the Legislature viewed the COAP as a plan for
the coast.

However, some sponsors of coastline protection bills have more

recently claimed that the COAP will not be a real plan for the coast but a
mere gathering of data, as this paper asserts.

They view the COAP as only

the first step in the formulation of an enforceable, detailed plan for the
coast.

The Legislative Analyst's 1971-72 Analysis of the Budget Bill of

the State of Californial9 supports this view and contains a recommendation

that the funds for the COAP be limited to use for data gathering.

The

report notes that the Legislature is considering several different approaches
to coastal management which consist of establishing a new coastal planning
body by statute.

The use of the COAP as the coastal planning policy is

based on administrative authority.

The report also notes recent statements

doubting the ability of the COAP to carry out any real planning function.
It concludes:
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The present effort to produce the COAP has all the deficiencies of the effort to produce the State Development
Plan and will probably be no more effective or useful
than that document. In addition, the funding available
for COAP and its related activities is insufficient this
year or next to perform the planning job adequately.
Finally, there is no decisionmaking procedure to resolve
conflicts between state agencies and local government
when planning conflicts arise between them. It is therefore concluded that the COAP effort should be limited to
data gathering and inventory work •.. until the Legislature
specifies how any planning effort should be undertaken.
The Legislature accepted this recommendation and inserted control language
into the COAP budget restricting the use of state funds to support of
data-gathering activities.

However, the Reagan administration has directed

the COAP team to ignore the restrictive language in their budget.

The

program is funded with both state and federal funds; by some shuffling,
state money is spent only on data gathering, and federal money is on analysis
of data and planning.20
It seems that both Governor Reagan and those who wish to establish
another state coastal planning body can find some support for their positions in the history of the COAP.

However, the Legislature is most recent-

ly on record as saying the COAP should be merely a data-gathering study.
There have been some practical problems in the writing of the COAP.
Housing and Urban Development federal funding was to be used for contract
reports outside the COAP team's areas of expertise; these funds were approved
'

in July 1970 but not released until June 1971, which threw off the timing of
much of the work.

In addition, input reports from the several state agencies

were of varying quality.

Some agencies, such as Parks and Recreation, are

accustomed to doing this type of planning and thus submitted good reports.
Others, such as the Department of Highways, did not devote great effort to
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reports.21

This created difficulties for the COAP team,which is very much

aware that it must submit a report acceptable to the Lieutenant Governor, the
Interagency Committee on Ocean Resources (ICOR),and the Governor.

Beyond

this, too, is the problem of securing the approval of the Legislature.22
Most of the recent legislative proposals which have attempted to set
up a regulatory agency to control coastal development have ignored the work
of the COAP team.

The proposals acceptable to conservationist groups con-

tain little mention of the COAP's existence and in essence set up another
agency to duplicate some of its work and use the results of the COAP as the
basis of further work.

The difference in emphasis between the COAP and the

more recent conservationist-oriented plans is obvious from reading the objectives contained in the bills which establish them.

While the Reagan

administration is relying on the COAP to be an important part of its coastal
management program, as will be discussed later, it appears that the COAP
has had little effect on the proposals of the conservation-oriented legislators and that it is virtually unknown to the general public.
The existence of the COAP illustrates a problem that conservationists
have had to face.

As perceptions have changed and more public support has

emerged for conservation legislation, those in the forefront of the conservation movement advanced well beyond the recommendations of earlier reports.
These reports represented the height of conservationist legislative power
in the earlier years, but are now either ignored by the leading conservationist elements or considered an impediment.

What has happend on several

occasions, most obviously with the COAP, has been that groups which are
opposing the more recent conservationist proposals draw on the earlier work
for official support of their opposition to conservationist legislation or
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for their advocacy of more modest programs.

There are enough old reports in

existence, written by enough committees of differing compositions and dispositions, to provide supportive background for almost any group.

If the

political power balance and conservationist ideas about what is needed (and
possible) stopped changing so rapidly, state reports might have more impact.
In addition, conservationists have always been able to muster more support
for a study of the problem than for their version of the solution.

Opponents

of far-reaching state regulation know that by commissioning another study
they are really putting off any real decision.

In recent years, conserva-

tionists have been more successful than they were earlier in establishing
study groups favorable to their aims.

Because of the necessity for compro-

mise by the weak conservationist interests, the early report and bills they
supported did not really represent what they wanted at the time.

The

changing nature of their proposals has not come about because of a change
in their ideas but rather a change in what they think has a chance of passage.
In 1968, the most recent major state study dealing with the problem
of coastal land was published.

The long-awaited California State Development

Plan Program, Phase II Report discussed the problem in the context of the

entire state's land-use patterns.23

However, the discussion was quite vague,

noncontroversial, and descriptive, and lacked specific proposals.

The

State Development Plan seems to have had little impact in this field, as has

been the case elsewhere.
Federal Action
Federal activity in the field of coastal land-use regulation has
served as a stimulus for state action and has influenced the form of the
proposals.

The beginning of federal activity in this area came in 1969
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withthe publication of a report entitled Our Nation and the Sea, A Plan
for National Action by the Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and

Resources.

The Commission was established by the "Marine Resources and

Engineering Development Act" of 1966 and was made up of representatives of
private, academic,and government interests.

The Commission was directed

"to formulate a comprehensive, long-term, national program for marine affairs"
and recommend a plan of government organization for its implementation.24
Federal, state, and local governments share the responsibility for managing
the coastal zone and protecting long-term values in this region.

The Com-

mission report argued that effectiYe management is prevented by the number
of government levels involved, the low priority put on this task by state
governments, the "diffusion of responsibilities among state agencies," and
the failure of states to develop long-range plans.25

Federal financial

support of state "Coastal Zone Authorities" was recommended.

To receive

this support, these agencies be required to be empowered to:
1.

Make comprehensive plans for the coastal waters and
adjacent lands~

2.

Zone, grant easements, licenses or permits; exercise
other necessary controls for ensuring use in conformity with the plan.

3.

Acquire property through eminent domain.

4.

Develop facilities and lease lands.

The report urged that the land-use regulation be done through permit power
rather than zoning.

Advantages of the permit approach were said to be:

1.

More flexibility in determining responses to concrete
proposals.

2.

Smaller differential value impacts than under precise regulations such as zoning. (Setting permissible uses affects
value. The absence of precise regulation leaves development potential uncertain and thus lessens an artificial
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inflationary or deflationary force.)

3.

Discretion by the Coastal Zone Authority which would
allow it to negotiate with developers many aspects of the
proposed development otherwise beyond regulation?6

Since this report was issued in 1969, numerous bills embodying its recommendations have been introduced in Congress.
ton) has been active in this field.

Senator Warren Magnuson (D-Washing-

In 1972, Senator Hollings (D-South

Carolina), is sponsoring a bill establishing federal support for state
coastal zone authorities.
Interest Groups
Numerous people outside of state government have been involved in the
formulation of coastal land-use policy up to this date.

The participants

can be divided into four main groups:
1.

Environmentalists

2.

Coastal residents

3.

Local government

4. Private economic interests
It is helpfUl in analyzing the views of the various people involved
in this issue to keep in mind the following questions:

1.

Do they have an economic interest in control of development by local elected officials or a philosophical belief
in it?

2.

Do they believe economic development of the coastal region to be desirable and important?

3.

Do they support an active government as opposed to one
with a limited role?

4.

Do they believe that the coastline is a state and national
resource or a local one?
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5.

Do they believe that detailed statewide guidelines are
possible and state control of land-use regulation will
work in practice?

6.

Do they fear the emergence of a great bureaucracy because of the establishment of state land-use planning?

These questions have been selected because they have been the most important
issues dealt with in testimony over the several years the Legislature has
been investigating the need for further control of coastal development.
Most testimony has centered around the testifying person's or group's ideas
on these aspects of state regulation.
between the various criteria.

In practice, there are relationshps

The individual's beliefs concerning the

necessity of local control and the importance of economic development seem
to be the most important factors in determining his position on the state's
role in coastal land-use control.

Secondly, there seems to be agreement

that local government is more receptive to development proposals than a
regional or state body would be.

Thus, if the person believes that the

economic development of the coastal region is important, he would most
likely feel control should rest in local government.

In addition, if he

fears bureaucracies, he will be more likely to see insurmountable problems
in the practical application of a regulatory proposal involving regional
bodies.

Finally, the importance attached to the emergence of a bureaucracy

seems to be a function of the person's beliefs concerning the importance
of economic development.

If the person believes economic development is

vi tally needed, any delay in approval of development proposals will be
serious.

However, if the person wishes the coast to be left as it is, de-

lays caused by a regulatory proposal will be considered a positive
result.
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Several environmental groups have been involved in the coastal issue
since it first gained statewide attention.

An extreme approach can be seen in the actions of the Californians
Organized to Acquire Access to State Tidelands (C.O.A.A.S.T.).

At the time

of early legislative hearings on the coastline, this group was headed by

Dr. William Kortum of Petaluma.

The goal of this group was preservation

of large parts of the coast, as shown by the principles Dr. Kortum proposed
at a December 1969 Assembly hearing:
1.

All tidelands should be available in their entirety
for public use.

2.

All industries and agencies interested in using the
shoreline must realize their interest as secondary
to total public use.

3.

Vistas of the ocean should be protected by permit
control.

4.

Coastal roads should be scenic highways and freeways
should be kept off the coast.

5.

Local control of the coast is an inadequate solution
since the coast is a state and national resource.

He called for a moratorium on coastal development administered by a coast
commission until every potential coastal park and access point on the
California coast is preserved.27

Dr. Kortum stated that his own personal

goal is "absolute preservation" of the coast, even the removal of the
developments that now occupy the bluffs.28

He argued that local govern-

ments have too consistently supported high-density development in the
past to legally change their policy and preserve the coast.

He reasonsed

that there are so many precedents boxing them in that they need a new level
of government to set new guidelines which will allow them to change their
course.

However, Mr. Kortum has no faith in coastal land-use regulation

done by anyone.

He stated he feels it inevitably breaks down or is taken
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over by the interests it is supposed to regulate.

At best, he hoped for

ten years of "good regulation" out of the coastal regulatory proposal he
supports.

Kortum argued that the Williamson Act is no solution and pre-

ferred to rely on regulation until development rights, other less-than-fee
interests, or title can be acquired.

He expected statewide land-use regu-

lation to be enacted soon, with federal stimulus.

In a bit of a contra-

diction, he stated his belief that coastal legislation will show what good
land-use planning can do and will accelerate this move.
In 1971, almost all environmentalist groups named coastal protection as
the major goal

o~

the legislative session.

Learning from their division

in previous coastal battles, the environmental groups united to form the
California Coastal Alliance, headed by Dr. Kortum.

The

P~liance

included

members of the Sierra Club, the Planning and Conservation League, the
C.O.A.A.S.T., the Jenner Coalition, the Friends of the Earth, and numerous
other outdoors-and-ecology-oriented groups.
coalition of divergent viewpoints.

The Coastal Alliance is a

They range from the preservation goals

of Dr. Kortum to the much more moderate views of those who support less
intensive development of the coast.
Several professional planners have been actiYe in the Coastal Alliance's program and their opinions serve to illustrate the diversity within
the group.

Mr. Eric Carruthers, a planner for Santa Clara County, holds a

view of the proper future for the coast that differs considerably from
Dr. Kortum's.

He supports the balanced, multiple use of the coast and

wants a state commission with regional boards so that development proposals
will be forced to bear the scrutiny of representatives of neighboring areas.
He is convinced, as an employee of Santa Clara County and from his experience
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with BCDC, that this leads to better development.

Improperly planned

development, he argues, can cause more problems than it solves for a local
area.

It may not create jobs that the local unemployed have the skills

to fill and may create a large enough demand for government services to
negate the effect of the growth in tax revenue it causes.29

Sam Halsted,

consulting planner and engineer and former mayor of Portola Valley, has
long been active in the efforts to involve the state in coastal land-use
planning.

He believes the coast is one of our most valuable resources

and should be developed only for uses which depend on its unique character.30
Recreation and tourism development are appropriate, in his view, and industry
and bedroom communities are not.

He believes that local government might be

able to handle the problem adequately if forced to consider factors beyond
what they now do.

However, he cannot support a plan which would make local

government responsible for things beyond its boundaries of jurisdiction.
To Mr. Halsted, there is no need to overhaul local government just to
solve this one problem.

Some sort of state and regional involvement in the

planning is, to him, a better solution.

The views of these two men differ

substantially from Mr. Kortum's, yet all are members of the same group supporting the same legislation.
In addition to these citizen groups, there are professional environmentalists interested in the coastal problem.

During the last few years,

with the formation of numerous new regulatory commissions that deal with
environmental problems, many people have gained experience in the practical
operations of such agencies.

Two such people who have taken an interest in

the coastal problem are Alvin Baum, executive director of the San .Francisco
I

Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCOC), and Ers. Ellen Harris,
public member of the Los Angeles Region Water Quality Control Board and
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also a member of the State Environmental Quality Study Council.

Mr. Baum ;

who has been involved in the drafting of several coastal regRlation bills,
feels that regulation, not acquisi~ion, will be the answer.3l

He has great

faith • in the usefulness and political realism of instituting state and local
cooperation in the planning process.

He believes that the tendency of

local governments to encourage development could be lessened if the property
tax were displaced as the major source of local

revenu~ .

~so,

he feels

that the capital gains tax structure encourages land speculation and should
be corrected.

For him, programs such. as the Williamson Act are no solution;

they only postpone development.

Regulation by state and local govermnent

is his answer.
Mrs. Harris has strong ties with several conservat iontst groups in
addition to her official duties.

At the first Assembly hearing on the

coastline in 1968, Mrs. Harri·s urged puolic acquisition of all coastline
property. 32

She feels that if the present situation is allowed to continue,

the public will be deprived of the use of coastal wetlands which the state
constitution guarantees will be puolicly owned.33

In 1968, Mrs. Harris

called for the formation of a Southern California Shoreline Conservation Commission modeled after BCDc.34

She also urged that there be a halt to all

new construction and waste discharge except for special
by the commission.

~xemptions

granted

Since then she called for the establishment of a state

coastal commission with regional boards to control development on the
coast, and the creation of a statewide coastal plan.

Sh.e has actively sup-

ported the most conservation-oriented bills of this type in the legislature.
She hopes that land-use planning will soon be done statewide, stimulated
by feder8l programs of matching funds.

State involvement in regulation, she
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feels, would most importantly allow more members of the public to participate in the decisions on the fUture of the coast.

If the regional board

concept were approved, she feels the public could easily attend meetings
and influence decisions.

Local government, in her view, is controlled by

those who can bankroll candidates.

With campaign-fUnding reform, she be-

lieves local government policies might drastically change.

However, re-

garding the immediate problem of the coast, she argues that effective landuse regulation is possible and should be instituted, with the state playing
a major role.

The proposals of Mr. Baum and Mrs. Harris clearly show a

commitment to the concept of statewide environmental regulation and regional
regulatory bodies.

Their experience with BCDC and the State Water Quality

Control Board must have been favorable.
The environmentalists

are surely a diverse group of people.

All do

have in common support for an active government and do not visualize problems due to the encroachment of the state into activities previously handled
by local government.

All do not like what they see happening to the coast,

which they consider to be a state and national resource, and believe the
problem can best be handled by state action.

They have a common belief in

their inability to influence local governments.
great many differing opinions among them.

However, there are, too, a

Some are absolute preservation-

ists who do not want any development to take place in the coastal zone.
Others support the "balanced use" of the coast.

While several planners from

coastal jurisdictions have been important in the Coastal Alliance, the fact
that they are planners is not what made them join.
planners in California work for local government and
cially, much less drastic action by the state.

Four-fifths of the
fa~or,

at least offi-

Not even all the conserva-
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tionists have faith in the methods they are supporting.

Some believe regu-

lation is the final solution, and others see it as a stopgap measure to
gain time to acquire the land.

But in spite of their differences, all

these people did unite behind the most conservation-oriented coastal bill
introduced in the 1971 legislative session and fought for its passage.
The key unifying elements in the formation of the coalition were the common
belief in a powerful state government and a dislike of coastal development
as it was proceeding.
state role in coastal

These people all believe that the need for a strong
land~se

planning overrides many other considerations,

such as unrestricted local control and, often, the economic growth of the
coastal region.

In terms of the questions listed previously, the beliefs of

this group are at one extreme of the spectrum.
Coastal Residents
Local citizens throughout the state have expressed many different
opinions on the problems of the coastal zone.
sented up and down the state.

~arious

views are repre-

For example, during a conference on coastal

zone management at Arcata in May 1971, views representative of a conservative approach were expressed.35

Illustrating the practical problems of

government attempts to control land use in the area, the Hum.ooldt County
Planner, Harvey Higgins, discussed the virtual impossibility of his local
government agency's imposing any zoning on resisting homeovmers.

Mr. Higgins

said flatly that his county simply did not have enough power to institute
zoning in most of the areas along the coast.

To many, this would seem to

be great evidence for the need for a state takeo-ver of land..:use control
here, but Mr. Higgins instead used it as an illustration of the difficulty
of doing anything.

Another local view was expressed by Mr.

]fike

Johnson,
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editor of the Humboldt Times Standard and self-proclaimed spokesman for the
majority of the townspeople.

Mr. Johnson claimed that the proposals for

coastal land-use regulation by the state were being proposed and supported
by people from metropolitan areas

~~o

should be solving their own problems.

Humboldt County has seen the mistakes of Los Angeles and San Francisco and
is now doing the planning to avoid them, he stated.

He claimed that the

residents of the North Coast recognize the uniqueness of their area and
wish to preserve it.

He does not want phenomenal growth but seeks a level

of economic activity which will support the population.

Citing an unemploy-

ment rate of 13 per cent in Humboldt County and about 20 per cent in Mendocino, Johnson argued that only new industrial development can give steady
new jobs.

He wants to expand the industrial base they have now because he

doubts the possibility of attracting new industry such as electronics.

Since

the bulk of the developing areas in Humboldt County are in th.e coastal zone,
unlike those in San Diego or Los .Angeles, he argued that_ a proposal for
state land-use regulation would end any hope for economic development.
These two people presented views that are common throughout the coastal
region.

They vehemently oppose any type of state land-use regulation on

the shoreline.

While saying they do not want rapid uncontrolled growth,

they are willing to rely on hitherto nonexistent local control rather than
take their chances with state regulatory schemes in which th.ey will no
longer have as much power.

They claim several proposals would even spell

the end of local government and are very concerned with the power blocs
which would be arrayed "against" them if the final decision were at a higher
level.
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with different ideas.
for the people.

Some disagreed with Mr. Johnson's claim that he spoke

Some pointed out that lumbering, even before the founding

of a new redwood park in the area, was employing fewer men each year per
million board-feet of lumber harvested, thus illustrating the problems of a
total reliance on existing industries to provide employment.

The towns-

people at the conference seemed to be divided into two different camps, with
each side having its champions.

The discussions on what should be the basis

of the economy in the area illustrate the great gaps that exist between the
two groups over such basic issues as the economic development of the coast.
A middle-aged Sierra Club member suggested that the economy no longer rely
so much on the timber industry and said there should be a search for alternate building materials.

The local newspaper editor asked him where the

jobs would come from in that case, and he replied that the town could boast
of a state college as an industrial drawing card and shauld try to bring
"clean" industry, such as electronics, into the area.

This attempt to com-

pete with Berkeley and Stanford seemed very unrealistic to the editor, who
outlined his efforts to get other industry into the area without appreciable
success.

The people supporting a state role in land-use regulation and

those opposing it hardly seemed to be speaking the same language wh.en discussing their views of what the proper goals and policy for economic qevelopment should be.

Those Who did support state regulation ranged from the ones

who hoped it would lead to a more balanced economy- to those "Who saw in it
a tool to help them preserve the coast and protect it from any kind of
development.

All analyzed the proposals as an attempt to shift the balance

of power in development decisions to another, more conservation-mi.nded,
group and based their support or opposition on what they thought of this.
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In several areas in the coastal zone, local groups have been formed
which support the concept of statewide coastal land-use regulation.

The

Jenner Coalition is an example of such a group which has been quite successfUl in achieving its goals in the last few years.

Jenner is a small com-

munity on the Sonoma Coast which lies at the mouth of the Russian River.
The State of California had authorized dredging at the mouth of the river
in the mid-1960s and the group formed to fight this activity.

The Jenner

Coalition and its colorful spokeswoman, Mrs. Virginia Hechtman, formed
their opinion concerning regulation from this long and successful fight.36
In order to succeed, they had had to familiarize themselves with the numerous different government agencies on three different levels of government
who regulate development on the coast.

Mrs. Hechtman came away with some

very definite ideas on the need for statewide coastal regulation.

She

says that in many areas local officials sense no support for regulation of
development and feel they must support any proposals for development which
arise.

This economic exploitation of the coastal resources has been going

on for a long time and now, she feels, we need to counter this with a state
role in land-use regulation.

The profit :moti-ve will always be present,

but she believes that there is now a real need for objective evidence of
the effect of proposed developments on the environment.

In Mrs. Hechtman's

view, many of the problems of development have arisen because local governments did not have the foresight or power to force the developers to pay
for the fUll costs of their projects.

Those people already in the area

then were forced to pay part of the costs of development.

Mrs. Hechtman

claims that the February 1971 Livingston and Blayney report, Open Space
Versus Development - Foothill Environmental Design Study-,

which showed that
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developments need not have a favorable effect on the public revenue situation in an area, has had considerable influence in her locality.37
participation in development decisions, Mrs

State

Hechtman feels, would be a

good way to ensure that developers must pay the full costs of their developments, including sewers, water, etc.

Mrs. Hechtman is not a preservationist

by any means and believes that planned growth can benefit her area.

She

believes that the proper criterion for planning is the objective of using
land for its "highest and best use," not necessarily its most profitable use.
The "highest and best use" designation is often tied to the character of the
land itself and means different things to different people.

She claims

that in many areas along the coast, the land is especially good for sheep
raising or agriculture, activities which were the basis of the local economics.

However, because of hoped-for gains and, she states, hollow promises

by the developers, local government allows the beginnings of development.
Once this is started, the traditional economic base is often slowly pushed
out, and, Mrs. Hechtman asserts, the area is.left without its previously
viable economy and with the burden of the external costs of the development.
State involvement, she believes, could ensure that land-use plans are followed.
Here in this area, because of the largely agricultural basis of the economy,
it seems that there might be more support for more stringent land-use controls by those who hope to make their livelihoods on the land.

Yet

opposition from those who wish to make money off their land by selling it
can still be expected.

There has been no longtime support of coastline

protection legislation from the residents of this area, outside of the members of the Coastal Alliance and the members of the Jenner Coalition.

How-

ever, late in the 1971 session, the Board of Supervisors of Sonoma County
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endorsed AB 1471, the most conservation-oriented bill of that year.

By

this time it had been significantly amended to make it more palatable
to local interests.
Another major group representing local interests are the Chambers of
Commerce around the state.

The major Chambers on record have opposed state

involvement in land use control.

For example, the California Chamber of

Commerce, the statewide group, is on record opposing the County Supervisors
Association suggestion of a statewide moratorium on development.

The

gro~p

argues that it is probably unconstitutional and could deter job-c and taxproducing enterprises already approved by local governments.

In addition,

they argue, the development rights of the individual landowner 1reuld be
taken away without compensation.38

Numerous local Chambers, including Los

Angeles, have opposed many of the proposals for statewide coastal land-use
planning.
There is more diversity among the opinions of interested local citizens
in the coastal zone than in any of the other groups examined.

Some are as

preservation-oriented as Dr. Kortum or Ellen Harris of the Coastal Alliance,
and others have resolutely resisted any attempt to give the state a role in
land-use planning.

However, since th.ere is some conservationist and pre-

servationist thinking among this group, it should be rated between the environmentalists and local government on a spectrum of opinion based on the
six points mentioned previously.
Local Government
The third major interest group, local government, has· still another
perspective on the problem.

Local governments in the state can be divided

into those whose constituency might stand to gain by a larger state role
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in coastal land-use regulation and those who might directly lose.

It is

often argued that state coastal land control would mean more public access
and use of the shoreline and less development.

Local governments may view

development favorably on the supposition that it will increase the local tax
base, so that those citizens of inland cities who might be unable to acquire
access to private beaches would benefit from a larger state role.

The

losers would be the citizens of coastal cities who would forfeit absolute
control over their cities' fates if the ultimate decision were transferred
to a higher level of government.

On the basis of this divi.sion, one might

expect significant support for a larger state role from inland local governments, but such is not the case.

There has been repeated testimony in the

Legislature by officials from coastal cities opposing the imposition of
state control over local governments on the coast.
most important lobbying effort, however.

This has not been the

Local government as a group has

chosen to present a united front against a large role for the state through.
the statewide organizations of the League of California Cities and the County
Supervisors Association of California.

Most local governments have viewed

state coastal land-use regulation as the first attempt to preempt local
land-use control throughout the

stat~

and have therefore chosen to disregard

what they see as possible short-run differences in interests to unite on
this issue.

Still, there have been some exceptions to this.

Some local

governments endorsed the final version of the most conservationist-oriented
bill at the end of the 1971 session.

However, almost all of these bodies

had specifically been exempted from its coverage or were already covered
by the BCDC, which controls development l.OO

£~

im:lamd ..
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a full-time lobbyist.

Mr. Benninghoven states that until now undesirable

private exploitation of the ocean frontage has been fought by local government alone.

He emphasizes the physical interrelationship of our water

systems, including oceans,

estuarie~

and rivers, arguing that the coast

should not be treated as an isolated unit.

General-purpose government at

the local level is the proper planning agency, he has testified, since the
future of the shoreline is to a great extent determined by decisions related
to the many functions of a general government other than strict land-use
control.

Because of this, he argues that local government's role in plan-

ning and control must be large.39

Admitting that there has been some bad

planning on the coast, he cites as reasons the dependence on property
taxes, and more importantly, the lack of planning goals at all levels of
government above the smallest, most limited community level.40

He argues

that, as it stands now, when a community goes beyond thinking in purely
local terms, it is difficult for it to act, since it has no jurisdiction
over surrounding areas.

Benninghoven wants to see stronger regional and,

to some extent, state planning, but it must have local involvement.

He

mentioned that he felt that "bad development" occurs mostly outside the
cities in the counties.
This last statement would be disputed by the County Supervisors Association of California which represents all county governments.

Dennis

Valentine, their representative on this matter, believes that the state
has failed the local governments by not providing any guidance in this
area.41

He states that as a political subdivision of state government, the

counties can do only what is mandated by the state.

Mr. Valentine also

admits there is pressure on local government to allow development because
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of the need to expand the tax base.

The Association has adopted a set of

principles which give insight into the views of the members concerning the
goals for the economic development of the coastal region.4 2 Planning and
implementation should be done by local government through existing bodies.
The Association calls for ,a moratorium on all development along the coast
until the locality adopts an approved plan, at which time the moratorium
ends.

The state should establish guidelines and criteria for the prepara-

tion of the plans, but locally elected officials should have the right to
determine if they are in the interest of, and should apply to, the area.
These local plans are to be compiled into regional plans which are evaluated
further to see if they serve the best interests of the regions affected.
There is in the proposals a consistent effort to keep the decisions about
development free from influence by areas outside those affected.

There

is no real attempt to remove the decision from the level at which the
tax pressures for development operate.

Thus, the County Supervisors seem

to have a definite preference for development over conservation.

This is

further supported by a remark by Mr. Valentine that the recommendation of
the Association that plans be evaluated in light of the best interests of
the area was frankly intended to keep conservationists from having a great
effect on the outcome of the planning process.43
As a matter of self-preservation. local governments believe in the
importance of local control.

They see a limited role for state government

in coastal land-use regulation and do not believe that citizens should look
to Sacramento for the solutions to this problem.

Because of the reliance

on the property tax, local governments may place undue importance on economic development.

Finally, local government representatives have stated
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that any plan that involves "de novo" hearings on development proposals
which have been approved at the local level cannot succeed.
endless bureaucratic delays and duplication of effort.

They see

Thus, on the cri-

teria mentioned, most representatives of local government have, in the
past, taken a position opposed to that of environmentalists.
Private Economic Interests
There are several major industries which have an interest in the coastal
zone.

Because of the rich supply of natural resources in the area, there

is great pressure to develop it.
In some parts of the coastal zone, there is one dominant industry.
the far North Coast lumbering is very important.

In

Mr. George Gentry, repre-

sentative of the North Coast Timber Association, presented the lumber industry's view of the problem at the Arcata conference .mentioned previously. 44
He argued that because of the unique properties of the soil and climate, the
land on the North Coast has as its "highest and best use" the growing of
timber.

Timber growing, he continued, is like any other agricultural in-

dustry; there is just a longer investment.

Me.mbers of the industry want

to be able to harvest their crops and reap the returns on their investments.
If there is going to be zoning, they want to know who is going to do it
and exactly what they can do with their land.

Gentry wanted to know what

the government would say to a man who lost his job because lumbering operations were shut down, again pointing up the problems of a one-industry economy.
A supporter of state regulation, Mr. Eric Carruthers, previously mentioned,
told him that as long as the lumbering companies continued to lumber, they
had nothing to fear from any new agency.

Their operations would, however,

be scrutinized more closely if they decided to go into the land development
business.
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Representatives of those companies whose primary business is land development have often testified on the problems of the coast and other recreation
areas.

The clearest statement of their views on the proper economic develop-

ment of these areas came in testimony before the Environmental Quality Study
Council in San Francisco on July 30, 1970.45

:Mr. Ryland Kelley, speaking

for several small companies, :Mr. Sam Whiting, representing large developers,
and Mr. Lee Syracuse of the California Builders Council all stressed the
need to meet the increased demand for housing, be it recreational or otherwise, caused by the expected dramatic increase in the state's population.
The continued growth of California's population and
unavoidable and healthy.

econ~

is assumed to be

The problem as they see it, is how to satisfy

the needs of this ever-expanding

~rket.

Mr. Syracuse claims that preventing

development in certain areas will only create an artificial shortage of
building land, increasing the cost of housing.
pensive that only the rich can afford them.

This will make homes so ex-

He emphatically argued this,

saying:
It is true of all living things that when you stop growing,
you start dying. In short, unless land values remain with.in the buying ranges of the young and middle incomes ••• ,
the healthy financial and institutional growth of this area
can be curtailed.46
Putting an almost mystical value on owning land, Mr. Whiting added:
To those who adamantly oppose the development of new residential and/or recreational communities in the presently
undeveloped rural, mountain, and desert areas, let me say
quite respectfully that you are engaged in a losing cause
unless you can simultaneously find a way to keep people
from coming to California and to keep people from being
born.
The human need and desire to own land as an intrinsic
asset of enduring value is fundamental.47
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These interests, the land developers, see the undeveloped coast as a
valuable input needed to meet the ever-increasing demand for housing.

Mr.

Whiting testified that he feels it is necessary that our population be dispersed so that the evils of a predominately urban society no longer must be
suffered by our population.48

With this definite view of the proper future

of the coast as a guide, the developers are fighting any attempts to regulate land use at a level above local government.

They argue that those people

who are affected by the development should have the power to rule on it.
The fact that they have had appreciable success at this level in getting
their projects approved no doubt has influenced their recommendations.
Power companies have also had a great influence on the coastal regions.
In testimony before the Assembly Natural Resources and Conservation Committee in December 1970, representatives of the Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) and power companies argued that the Commission's decisions on power
plant siting should not be subject to the review of any other state body.49
Pointing to projected increased demands for power, they argued that any
hindrance of their efforts to meet this electricity requirement could result
in severe power shortages in the near future, crippling California's economy.

Mr. Howard Allen, spokesman for the power companies, predicted dire consequences if siting decisions were made by an agency which "has the single
responsibility of considering environmental problems along the coast. "50
Assemblyman Sieroty, however, argued that the PUC, not the proposed coastal
commissions, was the single-purpose agency.51

Assemblyman Wilson (~-san

Diego), who supports coverage of PUC activities, could not understand the
logic behind exempting the PUC but not the Highway Department, State Lands
Commission or any other agency.52
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Another industry view of the problem was presented at a conference
at the University of California at Davis in February 1971 by Leslie Carbert,
tax economist for Pacific Gas and Electric and former director of the State
Office of Planning.53

He maintained planned development is his goal, with

a balance struck between conservation and profit-oriented development.

At

present, he stated, the government organization allows and even suggests
methods of development which will subvert the environment.

The government

must be changed, he asserted, so the developer will plan how to meet the

Mr. Carbert was lacking in

standards set up, not how to get around them.
specifics on what exactly should be done.

This presentation of PG&E's

representative should, no doubt, be related to his company's previous testimony that the PUC plant-siting decisions be excluded from review by an environmental commission.
The testimony of the major economic interests in the coastal zone has
emphasized the importance of the economic development of the region.

They

have stressed the need to continue to develop the area to keep pace with the
ever-increasing demands for its products.

Several of the interests, such as

the lumber companies and the utilities, are already regulated by the state
and thus do not urge local control of development.
tion is done by the state is not the issue.

The fact that regula-

Rather, they argue for the

status quo because they are satisfied with the results of this regulation.
Their concern with the economic development of the region came first.

The

major economic interests in the region who urge regulation by local government have this strong motive reinforcing whatever philosophical reasons
they may have for supporting local regulation.

On the basis of the guide-

lines for analysis given earlier, these interests occupy the opposite end
of the spectrum of opinion from the environmentalists on all counts.
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State Government
Within the executive branch of state government, there is basic
agreement as to what should be the policy on the coastline.

The Governor

and his officers have chosen to follow through on the programs begun in the
mid-1960s by legislative mandate.

While the legislature has basically

abandoned much of its earlier policy, the executive has remained true to
it because of philosophical agreement.

The 1967 Marine Resources Conserva-

tion and Development Act forms the basis for the executive policy which
relies heavily on the completion of the COAP for further guidelines.

In

addition, the California Advisory Commission on Marine and Coastal Resources,
(CMC) created by the 1967 Act, has
ganization of the executive branch.

of~ered

suggestions concerning proper or-

The Interagency Council for Ocean Re-

sources (ICOR), chaired by the Lieutenant Governor, was created in 1967 at
the urging of the CMC.

A serious shortage of fUnds hampered ICOR's activi-

ties in its early years, but it has now been charged with the responsibility for the COAP.54

As part of Plan 2 of the Reorganization of the Execu-

tive Branch in 1969, the Department of Harbors and Watercraft was renamed
the Department of Navigation and Ocean Development.

ICOR chose this new

department to prepare the COAP.55
Governor Reagan's only public pronouncement on the legislation concerning coastal land use came during a May 18, 1971 press conference.

While

not offering any specific proposals, the Governor did sa:y that he did not
feel that the state should have the power to veto locally approved developments.56
Lieutenent Governor Reinecke, first involved in coastal problems as
a Congressman, has continued his interest in coastal legislation since assum-
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ing statewide office.

He has called for a :moratorium on all "adverse con-

struction and modifications" in the California coastal zone pending completion of state criteria and guidelines for local government.57

Follow-

ing a Conference on Coastal Protection, which he sponsored, the Lieutenant
Governor formed the Local Government Task Force on Coastal Preservation,
composed of twelve local government officials.

The Task Force recommended

a regulatory program based on existing public bodies and state requirement
of preparation of a coastal plan by local government.58

In addition, the

CMC, which has worked closely with the executiye branch, endorsed one of
the bills with more local control than the most conservation-oriented proposal (AB 2131, 1970, Wilson

and AB 16, 1971, Wilson}.

Reinecke has also

endorsed this bil1.59
Secretary of the Resources Agency N. B. Livermore has been the major
Reagan administration spokesman for coastal

land~se

policy.

On three

occasions in 1971 he outlined the Reagan administration policy in considerable detail. 60

In a speech before the Town Hall Forum in Anaheim

in

March 1971 Secretary Livermore stated that the state is moving toward a conscious land-use policy that, together with planning, will "help foster
population dispersal rather than congestion."

He outlined recent land-use

decisions by local governments which he asserted reflected a new enlightened
attitude toward the problem.

He then continued, "The enlightened views of

our cities and counties must be supplemented by a more conscious appraisal
of State responsibilities to encourage balanced land-use planning in the
coastal zone.

With this end in view, the State is preparing the Compre-

hensive Ocean Area Plan."

He argued that the formulation of development

criteria is difficult since "in most cases the use of privately owned land
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is involved and flat prohibitions on development or a moratorium on adverse modifications generally run head-on into traditional legal rights
of the property owner."

The basis of the administration policy is the

guidelines for coastal legislation approved by the Governor and his Cabinet
in mid-August 1970, which he outlined as follows:
l.

A fifteen-member California Coastal Zone Authority was
suggested; membership would consist of five state
officials, five elected local officials, and five representatives of the public.

2.

There would be mandated County Zone Boards in the
coastal area (counties could also join in multi-county
boards).
a.

b.

c.

3.

Membership of the Boards would be as follows:
(l)

representatives of agencies and interests in
the coastal zone

(2)

majority to be local elected officials

(3)

chaimen to be local elected officials

The Boards would be empowered to:
(l)

approve local elements of a coastal zone plan;

(2)

create a zone plan by amalgamating local elements;

(3)

on request, inquire into permits granted by local
agencies for coastal area development; and

(4}

request the Attorney· General to bring about compliance
with the provisions of this act.

Staff would be provided at the option of the Zone Boards.

The powers of the Authority would be to:
a.

prepare and adopt criteria and priorities;

b.

amalgamate Zone Board plans into a comprehensive ocean
area;

c.

approve Zone Board plans; and

d.

request the Attorney General to bring about compliance
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with provisions of the act.

4.

The technical advisory committee to the Authority would
be the California Advisory Commission on Marine and Coastal
Resources.

5.

Staff services would be
and Ocean Development.

6.

The preparation of a coastal zone element by agencies
having jurisdiction in the coastal zone would be mandated.
Plan elements and permits issued in furtherance of the
element would have to conform with criteria, priorities
and the plan adopted by the Authority.

7.

The State Lands Commission, State Highw~s Commission and
the Public Utilities Commission would be required to approve projects and applications only when they are in
conformity with the criteria, priorities, and the plan
of the Authority(except where otherwise dictated by an overriding requirement for the public's health, safety, and
necessity).

8.

Funding should be from existing sources.

the Department of Navigation

Livermore said that the administration preferred to wait until completion of
the COAP for further coastal protection legislation but would consider
seriously any bill which reached the Governor's desk which adhered to the
principles set down by the Governor and his Cabinet.

The practical effect

of this reliance on the COAP has been to delay further executive action
on coastal policy until 1972.

Also, there has been and is a threat of

veto over legislative proposals which do not conform to these guidelines.
The Reagan administration has presented the soon-to-be-released COAP
recommendations for a coastal management system as the product of several
years' research by a body of experts.

While the bulk of the COAP is being

prepared by the COAP team of specialists, the recommendations for bills
to implement the COAP are being prepared at the cabinet level.
staff is not involved in these "political decisions."61

The COAP

This seriously

undercuts the Reagan administration's claim that the COAP recommendations
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on a coastal zone management system should be given more weight than others
since they are the product of objective research.
The Environmental Quality Study Council (EQSC), founded three years
ago and responsible to the Governor and the Legislature, has released a
report of its findings which includes recommendations concerning the coast.6 2
Urging an end to the growth ethic, the EQSC proposed the formation of an
Environmental Quality Board which would consolidate state powers over air,
water, solid waste, nuclear radiation, noise pollution, pesticides and, to
a limited degree, land use.
commission.

Within this board would be a coast land-use

The EQSC also proposed a moratorium on coastal development

until the coastal commission prepares a plan for the shoreline.

A bill

creating the Environmental Quality Board (.AB 1056, 1971, Z 'Berg, D-Sacra.mento)
passed the Assembly and was defeated in committee in the Senate.

It has

been reintroduced in 1972.
Two other legislative study groups have also dealt with the problem
of coastal land use.

The Joint Committee on Open Space, in its final report,

called for the abolition of the State Office of Planning and the formation
of the State Office of Conservation and Development Planning.63

As one of

its responsibilities this new office would conduct an inventory of the
state's land and prepare a "comprehensive long-range state open space program for adoption by the Legislature."

The Assembly Select Committee on

Environmental Quality, in its March 1970 Environmental Bill of Righ.ts,
proposed the formation of coastal commissions with permit powers, such as
BCDC has, to control development until completion and adoption of the COAP.64
Utilizing this background on the positions of the various participants
on the issues of coastal zone economic development and state policy, a de-
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tailed account of the legislative battles on coastal land-use regulation
can now be presented.
Legislative Action
The California Legislature has been grappling with the problem of
coastal development for several years.

The first noteworthy hearing on

the subject was held by the Assembly Natural Resources, Planning and Public Works Committee in October 1968.

As the Committee noted, "Other than

by outright purchase of the recreation land, little statutory action has
been taken to assure that these shorelines will be managed and developed
in the best manner for the public interest."65

The Committee received

testimony on "The Public Interest in the Shoreline."

At this hearing there

was little support for state regulation of coastal land use but the testimony did clearly outline the problems of the coastal region.
In April 1969, Assemblyman Alan Sieroty (D-Los Angeles) introduced a
bill, AB 2090, which would have been the first step in establishing a
Southern California regional agency.

It would have created the Southern

California Beach Study Commission, which would have been charged with determining the "most feasible means to develop a regional plan" for the
area and the means by which a regional authority could best regulate development in the area to implement the plan.
the Legislature in 1971.

The commission was to report to

Before the bill passed the Assembly it had been

amended beyond recognition.

In its final fo:rm, th.e bill called for consi-

deration of these problems in the course of the normal preparation of the
COAP.

The COAP team was to report preliminary recommendations to the Legis-

lature in 1971.

Even this version was defeated in committee in the Senate.
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In December 1969, the Assembly Natural Resources, Planning and Public
Works Committee heard two days of testimony in Los Angeles.

The purpose

of the hearing was to evaluate:
1.

the need for accelerated action to protect the public
interest in the coastline;

2.

the organization, responsibility, and authority of the
public entity most able to protect this public interest;
and

3.

the necessity and means of enforc~g interim control of
irreversible changes in land use.

Lieutenant Governor Reinecke, representing the executive branch, led off
the testimony and offered several suggestions.

He urged a statewide

moratorium on the construction of fossil fuel power plants, pending proof
that the emissions will confonm to air pollution control progrrums.67

After

outlining the problems local agencies face in controlling development, he
suggested the formulation of statewide criteria to guide local decisions.68
Considering proposed federal legislation, the Lieutenant Governor urged that
the newly formed Department of Navigation and Ocean Development (DNODl be
utilized as the state's coastal zone authority. 69

Reinecke stated that his

goal was "controlled development," not preservation.70

He announced his

opposition to any state agency possessing veto power over local decisions
or to creation of another layer of government.7l

During the question period,

Assemblyman Sieroty argued that the DNOD had a definite development bias,
an opinion the Lieutenant Governor disputed.72
Testimony of Planning and Conservation League (PCL) representatives
(see below) supported the creation of a state agency with authority to regulate development.

They argued that this agency should have as its mission

the preparation of a plan for "fair allocation of the coastal zone among
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all competing uses."

Once this was completed, the commission should pur-

chase new public areas along the coast through its power of eminent domain.73
The PCL representative pointed out that the DNOD did not possess several
requirements for federal designation as a Coastal Zone Authority, among
them authority to enact land-use and zoning regulations.

Drawing on the

federal report, Our Nation and the Sea, they recommended that the Coastal
Zone Authority be organized "to prevent domination by state agencies charged
with narrower responsibilities . 11 74

They argued that the COAP could not be

viewed as a real state policy in this area, since it was vague in its objectives and planning process, and the only guidelines which exist for its
work are administrative ones by a nonstatutory agency.75
The Planning and Conservation League was, for the first four years of
its existence, the only statewide environmental group with a lobbyist in
Sacramento.

It was founded in 1965 as a lobby group by numerous conservation-

oriented organizations.

It was an outgrowth of the fight to prevent fur-

ther filling of San Francisco

B~,

and its initial lobbying effort was for

the passage of the law establishing the
Commission (BCDC).76

B~

Conservation and Development

It can possibly be described as middle-of-the-road

among conservation groups, less activist than the Sierra Club but more so
than the Audubon Society.

Its goals for the coast were not by any means

preservation.
In these early hearings, there did not seem to be much interest among
those who did not have some long-time attachment to this cause or similar
ones.

Among those who were involved, those on both sides of the PLC-occupied

middle (i.e., extreme conservationists or development-oriented) seemed to
be the ones with specific suggestions for policy.

Those in the middle
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often lacked specifics in their testimony, as the PCL did.
reports in this area also suffered from this fault.

The early state

This could have come

about either from a lack of clear-cut, specific proposals to present or, a
bit more likely, a desire to avoid controversy.

Several of the more radical,

activist, outspoken members of this middle have since found homes more to
their liking elsewhere.

For example, John Zierold, former PCL lobbyist who

testified in the hearing just described, is now Sacramento lobbyist for
the Sierra Club.
Also testifying was John Dolan, executive director of the Califernia
Advisory Commission on Marine and Coastal Resources (CMC}, another member
of the middle in the

~pectrum

of opinion.

His inclinations were more

toward local control though, as can be seen from the principles he offered.
Planning and mangement of the coast were for him a local, or at most
regional, responsibility and the state's role should consist of establishing criteria for certification of local plans.77

Nothing more specific was

offered.
During later hearings in May 1970, the Assembly Natural Resources
and Conservation Committee took testimony on the various coastal protection
bills before the Legislature at the time.

The conservation groups chose

not to support any specific bill, but rather enunciated principles they felt
important.
In addition, the Committee took testimony between sessions in December
1970.78 This hearing also brought to light a hitherto unexamined conflict
which would arise between a new state coastal commission and the other state
regulatory commissions, whose power would be eroded.

A representative of

the Public Utilities Commission argued that its decisions should not be
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subject to the review of any other body.
Legislative Action 1970
In 1970, four major bills were introduced by legislators which proposed
some sort of coastal commission.

They varied in emphasis, as could be ex-

pected, yet all established a state commission with several regional subcommissions and all called for the formulation of an enforceable statewide
coastal land use plan.

All contained at least a provision providing for

state and regional review of local building permits within designated areas
immediately inland from the shoreline.

Each contained a provision dissolving

the coastal commissions soon after the submission of the plan to the Legislature.

The jurisdiction of all commissions extended seaward to the three-

mile limit of state jurisdiction.
of considerable amending.

Three of the four bills were the subject

Some of this could oe explained by the need to

accommodate those interests opposed to regulation because of political reality,
but some came about because the authors were not sure what they wanted and
were refining their thinking.

As an example of this, AB 2131 by Assemblyman

Wilson (R-San Diego), the bill that eventually came closest to passage,
was introduced in skeleton form.
The first bill introduced in the Assembly was AB 640, by George Milias,
(R-Los Gatos), chairman of the Natural Resources and Conservation Committee.
As originally introduced, it would have established the California Coastal
Conservation and Development Commission of thirty-one members, including
fifteen

nongovernment appointees.

Five regional Coastal

Cons~rvation

and

Development Commissions of twenty-five to twenty-eight members each were
to be formed with nine

nongovernment members.

The state commission was

to be responsible for the final plan, after considering the recommendations

1970 Coastal Land Use Regulation Bills
Final Form

Bill
AB 640-Milias
R-Los Gatos

Membership
State commission
49 members, 20 public

5 regional commissions
9 members, 4 public

AB 730Sieroty-D-L.A.
Dunlap-D-Napa
Z/berg-D-Sacto.

State commission
members, 14 or more public
5 regional commissions
21 to 31 members, 8 to lO
public

Planning Process
State commission responsible
for final plan. Consider
recommendations of regional
boards.

State commission responsible
for final plan. Consider
recommendat.ions of regional
boards.

Coastal Zone

Exclusions

Permit power-one
mile inland

Urban areas
BCDC

Planning power-to
height of nearest
mountain range
Permit power
One-half mile
Planning power-to
height of nearest
mountain range

BCDC
Can exclude
I
areas more
than 500 feet
inland on
vote of.
commission

I

-~--

.:::I

AB 2131-Wilson
R-San Diego

State commission
15 members, 5 public
5 regional commissions
9 members, 5 public

SB 371-Nejedly
R-Walnut Creek

State commission
39 members, 20 public
5 regional commissions
7 members, 4 public

State proposes guidelines
used by the local agencies
in detailed planning. State
plan is summation of smaller
ones.

Permit power-and
planning-1,000
yards inland

Urban areas
BCDC
Subsidence
areas for
oil and gas

State commission responsible
for final plan. Consider
recommendations of regional
boards.

Permit power-one
mile

For permitsdeveloped
urban areas

Planning power-no
more than 5 miles
inland
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of the regional boards.

The state commission was required to submit the

completed state plan to the Governor and the legislature by the ninetieth
day of the 1973 regular session.

The commission was to include recommen-

dations for legislative and administrative action to carry out its proposals.
AB 640 after amendment had a

forty-nine~ember

state commission, twenty

of whom were public members, and nine-member regional subcommittees with
four public members.

In addition, amendments divided the coastal zone

into two parts, Coastal.Zone A, one mile inland from the mean high tide,
and Coastal Zone B, which extended from the end of Zone A to the highest
elevation of the nearest mountain range.

The commissions would have had

permit power over development in Coastal Zone A during the preparation of
the final plan.

The planning area would include both Coastal Zone A and

Coastal Zone B.

After amendment, a provision excluded developed urban

areas and areas under BCDC jurisdiction from permit coverage.

Developed

urban areas were defined as having a density of' four or more dwelling units
per acre or the equivalent.

The changes in membership of the commissions

can clearly be seen as a victory for local and development interests
existing governments

and

but the changes in the planning area must have come

from rethinking on the author's part.

The final version included an appro-

priation of $600,000 for the expenses of' the commissions.
AB 730, of Assemblymen Sieroty (D-Los Angeles), Dunlap (D-Yallejo),
and Z'Berg (D-Sacramento), also had the main planning effort at the state
rather than the local level.

The bill established a state commission of

thirty-one members; two from federal agencies, five from state government,
sixteen from the regional commissions (six of whom would have been public
members), and eight public members appointed directly- to the state commission.
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Five regional commissions were created, varying in size from twenty-one
to thirty-one members.

These included from seven to seventeen local govern-

ment representatives and eight to ten public members.

The plan was to

cover inland to the highest elevation of the nearest mountain range, and the
commission had permit power to regulate development within a smaller primary
area of one-half mile inland.

As with all the bills, AB 730 did not cover

the area under BCDC jurisdiction.

The commission could exclude from permit

coverage portions of the primary area more than 500 feet inland if it so
desired.

The state commission was requi.red to submit the state plan and

recommendation to the Governor and legislature by the fifth day of the 1974
regular session.

Assemblyman Sieroty frankly stated that his bill aimed

to be "more conservation-minded than development-minded. "79

AB 730 was

not amended during the session and died in Committee in the Assembly, as
discussed later.
AB 2131 of Assemblyman Wilson CR-San Diego}, originally created a
seventeen-member state commi.ssion of seven state off'icials and ten members
of the public, and six coastal zone boards of nine members, four of whom

were public members.

The bill emphasized local involvement in the planning

process in which the state would prepare statewide criteria which were to
be used by the regional commissions and local governments as guidelines in
the actual detailed planning.

The f'inal regional and state plans were sum-

mations of smaller plans • Within thirty months of the ef'fective date of the
act, the state authority was required to adopt a state plan and submit it
to the legislature for approval.
bill was amended four times.

During the course of the session, the

The final bill established a state commission

of fifteen members, five of whom were public, and five regional commissions
of nine members, five of' whom were local elected of'ficials.

Permit power
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rested in the local agencies and regional boards with appeal to the state
authority.

Coverage was 1,000 yards inland.

The bill also contained

a provision excluding from coverage any area which had four or more dwelling
units per acre, was zoned for commercial-industrial or industrial-harbor
purposes on or before July 1, 1970, or was an urban area of equal density,
unless the board found the area should be covered.

Also excluded were

areas under BCDC jurisdiction and any area declared a subsidence area by
the state oil and gas supervisor.

This basically excluded all urban areas

and the bill had become solely a bill to regulate rural coastal land use.
Wilson was concentrating on what had not been developed, and the objective
of his bill was to balance "the conservation and development of this particular bit of land ••. and water. n80

Because of its coverage and effect, the

Wilson bill envisioned the most modest changes.
the Senate side, Senator Nejedly (R-Walnut Creek) had introduced

On

SB 371.

As introduced, it created the Seacoast Conservation and Develop-

ment Commission of thirty-seven members, eleven of wham were public members.

The six regional commissions of from twenty-three to twenty-seven

members contained eleven public appointees.

Following the same reasoning

as Sieroty and Milias, the bill put most of the responsibility for formulating the plan at the state level.

The Seacoast commission was to have juris-

diction one mile inland, and was required to submit the state plan to the
Governor and the Legislature by the 5th calendar day of the 1974 Regular
session.

In amended version, the bill created a thirty-nine-member state

commission of twenty public members and five regional commissions with four
of the seven members public.

The planning area was extended to no more

than five miles inland and the permit area of one mile inland noy excluded
developed urban areas.

Apparently Senator Nejedly had been forced to
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trade permit power in urban areas for a larger planning area.
final version had many similarities to AB 640.

SB 371 in its

Like AB 2131, both bills had

provisions excluding urban areas from permit coverage.

They each had two

coastal zones, one for planning and one for permit power jurisdiction.

Mem-

bership on the commissions was the same in both bills and they each called
for basically the same planning process emphasizing the state's role.
All bills faced an uphill fight in the Legislature.

AB 730,

sponsored by three liberal Democrats, had little real chance for success
in a Republican-controlled Legislature.
three

In spite of the fact that these

men were long-time champions of conservation causes, they received

little support from organized groups or influential individuals.

The fact

that their bill was never amended merely indicates that it was never under
serious consideration in committee or as a possible final measure on the
subject.

It was assigned to the Assembly Natural Resources and Conservation

Committee on February 18, 1970 and moved from committee on August 21, 1970
without further action being taken.
On the Assembly side, the serious contenders were AB 640 (Miliasl
and AB 2131 (Wilson).

During testimony before the Assembly Natural Re-

sources and Conservation Committee, Milias' s bill received th.e qualified
support of representatives of the newly formed Coastal Alliance, the Sierra
Club, and the Planning and Conservation League,81

The California Journal

maintains that the Coastal Alliance at this time was waiting to see what
bill came out of the Committee before deciding what to do.82
their support of Milias 's bill on many points was strong.

However,

AB 2131 claimed

the support of the California Advisory Commission on Marine and Coastal
Resources, the California Real Estate Association (begrudingly}, the League
of California Cities (late in the session}, the American Institute of
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Planners, California Chapter, and finally, in mid-July, the Lieutenant
Governor and his Task Force on Coastal Preservation and, weakly, the Governor.
AB 2131 was significantly amended while before the Natural Resources and
Conservation Committee.

During testimony, the Public Utilities Commission,

the California County Supervisors Association, and several land developers
expressed opposition to all the bills before the Committee.83
On June 23, 1970 the Committee considered AB 640 and AB 2131.

On a

move to pass out AB 2131 by Assemblyman Barnes (R-San Diego), the Committee
voted on a straight party vote, 6-3, to recommend "Do Pass" on the bill.
Assemblyman Milias, chairman of the Committee, called a motion for a vote
of "Do Pass" on his own bill, AB 640, out of order and voted for the Wilson
bill.

Apparently Milias saw what was ahead for this type of legislation

and wanted passed whichever Republican measure had the best chance for
eventual enactment.

After further amendment, AB 2131 was finally passed by

the Assembly, 42-30, on August 4, 1970.

The Associated Press account said

that it was opposed by "an alliance of conservationists who said the measure
didn't do enough and conservatives who called it an invasion of property
rights. n84
On the Senate side, SB 371 (Nejedly) had been referred to the Committee
on Government Organization.

Many of the same people who were testifying

for the very similar Milias bill in the Assembly were also supporting this
bill.

Conservation forces were divided and did not really push any bill.

On August 5, 1970, AB 2131 arrived in the Senate and was referred a full
week later to the same committee as SB 371.

On August 18, AB 2131 was

amended and hearing was delayed until August 20, the next-to-last day
of the session.

President Pro Tem of the Senate Schrade (R-San Diego) then
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cancelled the hearing without notice as Assemblyman Wilson and his supporters
waited outside the hearing room ready to testify.

This guaranteed that no coastal

protection legislation would be passed that session.

Assemblyman Wilson,

in a blistering statement, accused Senator Schrade of a "gutless default"
of his duty which "discredits the Senate."

He charged that Senator Schrade

was not serving the public interest, the conservationists, or the news
media who were calling for passage of the bill.85

Wilson later said that

such "corporate giants" as Pacific Gas and Electric, Southern California
Edison, San Diego Gas and Electric, and Signal Oil (also involved in land
development) actively opposed his bill.86
The Wilson bill was Republican sponsored, introduced into a Republicancontrolled Legislature, and its defeat was ensured by the action of a conservative Republican supporter of Governor Reagan.
disCipline in the Legislature, had there been

Even with the weak. party
stron~,

support for the bill

from the Reagan administration, there might have been another end to the
story.

As it was, the closest Governor Reagan ever cam to commenting on

the bill was a sentence in Lieutenant Governor Reinecke's statement of support which said that the Governor "favors the concept of the Wilson bill."
The conservationists also could be blamed for the failure of all legislation.

Their forces were divided into several camps and their energies were

not concentrated on any one bill.

They needed to develop a coordinated

strategy if they were to succeed.
Between legislative sessions the Assembly Natural Resources and Conservation Committee held interim hearings on the problems of coastal development.
This was intended as a chance for the conservation groups to present organized
testimony on the problem and establish themselves as a political force.87
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In 1971, even more coastal bills were introduced than during the
previous year.

Assemblymen Sieroty and Wilson introduced measures, as did

Senators Grunsky ( R-Watsonville) , Dills (D-Gardena) , Wedworth (D-Hawthorne},
and Alquist (D-San Jose), who introduced the companion bill to Sieroty's.
On the whole these bills were less conservation oriented than the previous

year's.

The Sieroty-Alquist bill was by far the most conservation oriented,

yet it did not go as far as some of the previous year's bills as they were
written when introduced.

Assemblyman Wilson's bill was the same bill which.

had been killed in the Senate Committee the year before.

The bills by

Grunsky, Wedworth, and Dills all provided for more local control than di.d
the Wilson bill.

The majority

o~

the bills thus allowed the local govern-

ments considerable power in planning and a majority of the membership on
the commissions formed, whereas the year before this had not been true.

The

previous year the conservationists had been the only ones vrlth bills; this
year other interests were ready, since they felt that something mi.ght pass,
and they wanted their own proposal to be the one.

Also, there were fewer

conservation-oriented bills because conservationists had organized over
the off-seasion and had united behind one bill, the Sieroty bill.

The

Coastal Alliance was to be more of a force in 1971 than in 1970.
As soon as the session started, Assemblyman Wilson kept his promi.se and
reintroduced his bill as AB 16.

This was basically the final version of the

bill which had died in the Senate committee the year before.

I.t created a

fifteen-member state commission with five public members, and five regional
commissions of nine members with five local elected officials on each.
The planning process consisted of an amalgamation of the plans

o~

local

agencies by the regional commission and of regional plans by the state.

It
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contained the same exclusion provisions as before.

Wilson has said that

many of those who opposed his bill previously did so behind the smokescreen
of "Home Rule."

By allowing significant local participation, he hoped to

force opponents to admit the real reasons they opposed it.88
Also on the Assembly side, Assemblyman Sieroty introduced a new bill.
He had picked up significant support during the off-season.

For one thing,

the Democrats now controlled the Legislature and a Democratic-sponsored bill
now had a better chance of passage.

In addition, the Coastal Alliance, now

more organized than before, chose to return to their old champions and support the Sieroty-Dunlap-Z'Berg bill.

Finally, the new speaker of the Assembly,

Bob Moretti (D-North Hollywood), had become involved in the problems of the
coast and chose to co-sponsor the bill and take an active role in securing
its passage.

On April 1, 1971, after

~ch

delay, Assemblymen Sieroty,

D~

lap, Z 'Berg and Moretti held a press conference and announced introduction
of their bill, AB 1471, and companion bills which would have authorized a
bond issue to obtain coastal land.

The bill was to have created the Calif-

ornia Coastal Zone Conservation Commission of twelve members and six regional
commissions of from twelve to sixteen members.

All the regional commissions

would have had an equal number of public members and local elected officials.
The state commission would have consisted of six public appointees (two
each by the Governor, Assembly Speaker, and Senate Rules Committee} and one
representative from each of the regional commissions.

The state commission,

after consulting with all interested agencies, was to have the responsibility
for the preparation of a plan which would have covered the land back to the
height of the nearest coastal range, with. the exception of such areas in
Los Angeles, Orange, and San Diego Counties which the state commission might
have wished to exclude.

An area of 1,000 yards inland was designated the

"permit area" in which development was to be controlled during preparation

1971 Coastal Land Use Regulation Bills
As Originally Introduced

Bill
AB 16-Wilson

R-San Diego

Membership
State commission
15 members, 5 public
5 regional commissions
9 members, 4 public

AB 1471-

Sieroty-D-L.A.
Dunlap-D-Napa
Z'berg-D-Sacto.
Moret ti-D-No.
Hollywood

State commission
12 members, 6 public

Planning Process

Coastal Zone

Exclusions

Plan is amalgamation
of regional plans which
are amalgamation of local
plans. All must follow
state-established criteria.

Permit and planning1.,000 yards inland

After consulting other
levels, state commission
prepares the state plan.

Permit power1.,000 yards inland

6 regional commissions
12 to 16 members
one-half public

Planning powerto height of the
nearest mountain
range

Urban areas
BCDC
subsidence
areas for
oil and gas

In Los Angeles
Orange, and
San Diego
Counties.
- Planning area 1
is 5 miles or
less.
May exclude
areas more thar
500 feet inlan<
from permits

SB 1555-Alquist
D-San Jose

Same as AB 1471

Same as AB 1471

Same as AB 1471

Same as AB 147J

SB 1482-Grunsky
R-Watsonville

State commission
15 members, 5 public

State establishes guidelines followed by local
governments in detailed
planning. State plan sum
of smaller plans.

Permit and planning
to 1,000 yards inland

Urban areas
BCDC

5 regional commissions
undetermined, chairman
or vice:-chairman public

1971 Coastal Land Use Resulati.on Bills.
C.continuedl

Bill
SB 1619-Dills
D-Gardena

Membership

State board
5 members, 4 of whom are
experts on some facet of
coastal management
Chairman serves full time

Planning Process
Final plan is regional
elements which are sum
of local plans plus the
COAP.

Coastal Zone
Permit and
planning powerJ.,OOO yards inland

Exclusions
BCDC

7 regional boards
9 members, 6 of these
representatives of economic
and government interests.
3 experts in environmental
planning.
I

Vl

.f='

I

SB 1354-Wedworth
D-Hawthorne

State authority
15 members, 5 public
5 regional boards
9 members, 4 public

Authority required to
adopt criteria to guide
development and plan for
public acquisition and
development of the coastline.

Permit and planning
None
power-to a line
a~proximately parallel to the coast.
encompassing the first
hydrographic or drainage area contiguous to
the ocean irrespective of
distance

-55of the plan.

Areas beyond 500 feet could have been excluded from the per-

mit requirement.

For a development to be approved, it required permits

from both the local agency and the regional commission with hearings at
both levels.

Decisions could have been appealed to the state commission.

In addition, any person aggrieved by a decision was to have the right to
a judicial review of the case.

The bill also contained an extensive con-

flict-of-interest provision taken from federal bills.

The state commission

was required to adopt a coastal zone plan on or before December 1, 1974 and
submit it to the Legislature for its adoption and implementation not later
than the fifth calendar day of the 1975 Regular session of the Legislature.
Leaders of the Coastal Alliance hoped to use the tactics which had proved
so successful in the earlier "Save the Bay" campaign.

Mrs. Janet Adams,

executive secretary of the Coastal Alliance, had been a leader in the earlier campaign which had succeeded in mobilizing public support and securing
establishment of the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission.

The Alliance wished to present testimony at all the h.earings and

generate enough public interest in the bill to overcome the more entrenched
and financially powerfUl interests opposing the bill.

There was one aspect

of the internal organization of the Coastal Alliance which boded ill for
the future.

The Planning and Conservation League had lost its lobbyi.st to

the Sierra Club in late 1970.

The PCL was therefore without staff repre-

sentation in the early bill-drafting sessions of the Coastal Alliance and
could not influence the exact form of the resulting bill.

Some of the

other members of the Alliance expressed doubts whether the PCL was totally
committed to AB 1471, but when the bill was introduced the PCL lined up in
its support.

The strategy was to draft a tough bill which was a strong

statement of objectives.

It was then hoped that even if th.e bill was
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amended considerably it could still enlist the support of most of the conservation groups.89
The Assembly Vote
Both the Wilson bill and the Sieroty bill were referred to the newly
created Assembly Planning and Land Use Committee chaired by Paul Priolo
(R-Santa Monica).

Priolo had attended the press conference held by Sieroty

and his co-sponsors and at that time had announced that there would be
hearings in San Diego and Monterey to discuss the general question of coastal
land-use regulation and the development of the coastal region.

The Coastal

Alliance presented extensive testimony at these hearings and its members
sent in petitions and letters to the Committee.

The Coastal Alliance,the

Sierra Club and other conservation groups testified in support of AB 1471.
The League of California Cities, the County Supervisors Association and
other representatives of local government, land developers, and the California
Real Estate Association testified against it.90

On May 25, 1971, the

Committee took up the two bills before it, AB 16 and AB 1471.
Wilson testified that the bills differed significantly.91

Assemblyman

In his bill,

there were exemptions from coverage which had been arrived at because of
the realities of practical politics.

Wilson also said that his bill did

not contain an appropriation from the general fund since the Governor had
said there was no general fund money available.

Without an appropriation

in the bill, it would take only a simple majority to pass •. Wilson argued
that the monitoring role of his zone commission was better than the "de
novo" hearings at the regional level set up by the Sieroty bill.

Finally

he covered the already discussed differences in the local role in planning.
Assemblyman Z 'Berg asked how much of the coastal area in Southern California
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would be covered in the bill after all the exclusions, and Wilson replied
that a significant part would.

He said his main objective was to try to

save the part that is as yet undeveloped.
Alan Sieroty then argued for his bill.

He stated his objective was

to ensure a balance between conservation and development of the coast, not
to fight for its preservation in an undeveloped state wherever possible.
He agreed with the comment Assemblyman Wilson made that the local government issue is a smokescreen for those who have been exploiting the coast
for their own profit.

He argued that the "coastline is a national resource

that ought to be retained in as natural and beautiful at state as possible."
Sieroty was accompanied by the now familiar members of the Coastal Alliance
who argued that some local governments were even ignoring the recomendations of their own planning staffs.
A noteworthy opponent of the bills was Dennis Valentine of the County
Supervisors Association who announced his strong support of SB 1482 and 1483,
to be discussed later.

Also, Preston Hotchkiss of the Bixby Land Company

argued that the system of management proposed "optimizes physical resource
management at the expense of many other considerations that have made
California great."
Wilson concluded by stating that neither bill accepted the "no growth"
philosophy.

They both recognized that there will be growth and were merely

establishing priorities on what should be developed.
By the time of the next hearing, on June 22, 1971, the process of
amending AB 1471 had begun.

The major change at this time was a provision,

introduced by Sieroty, that urban areas (which were excluded in the Wilson
bill) could be excluded by vote of the regional commission.

The wording
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of this amendment was such that Assemblyman Z'Berg felt it increased the
likelihood that areas would be excluded.

He withdrew his support for the

bill at this second hearing, pointing to his experiences with the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency, which is under local control.92

This change,

Sieroty said, had been a special interest of the League of California
Cities.

The major opposition again came from the California Real Estate

Association ( CREA), the County Supervisors Association and Pacific Gas and
Electric.

Dugald Gillies of the CREA summed up the main argument of many

when he said that he believed the coast should participate in the growth
of the state.

He stated that AB 1471 doesn't envision the coastal area

as one in which the needs of the people can be satisfied.

He argued that

by restricting the use of the coast, especially for housing, one is in
effect practicing "snob zoning" which will prevent those of moderate means
from using the coast.
As the Planning and Land Use Committee prepared to vote on AB 1471,
Assemblyman Z'Berg offered an amendment which would have added an additional
member, appointed by the Governor, to the regional commissions to prevent
the local government representatives from having too much control.

Assembly-

man Sieroty, who had been surprised by Z'Berg's initial opposition to the
change, opposed the Z'Berg amendment, which was easily defeated.

The pro-

cedure for urban exclusion, which Sieroty had introduced, had been made in
consultation with Sierra Club representatiyes.

Z'Berg's opposition marked

the first break in the Coastal Alliance's hitherto united front;93 the biil
had been amended too much for the staunchest conservationists.
then passed out of committee by a vote of 5-2.

.AB 14 71 was

Assemblyman Wilson voted

for the bill and afterward urged the committee to take his bill under
consideration.
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The Assembly Ways and Means Committee took up the bill on July 14,
1971.

After some discussion of the policy implications of the bill,

which was cut off by Chairman Willie Brown (D-San Francisco), the committee
passed the bill on a split voice vote.
After it reached the Assembly floor, AB 1471 underwent significant
changes.

The most important of these was the addition of a city council-

man appointed by the governor to each regional commission, making for a
majority of local officials on the boards.
fore the summer recess of the Assembly.

This amendment came just be-

A special order had been set for

a vote on the bill and the votes to pass it were not present.

Assemblyman

Monagan (R-Stockton), leader of the Republicans, would not allow the order
to be cancelled and Assemblyman Beverly (.R-Redondo Beach), had this amendment ready to offer.

The vote on the amendment was 41-38.

However, with

the amendment, the bill picked up four to five votes that Assemblyman
Sieroty had not expected it to receive.94

On September 22, 1971, the bill

passed the Assembly by 55-16, one more than the two-thirds vote needed because the bill contained an appropriation of $600,000 for the work of the
commission.
The Senate Vote
On the Senate side, things were very different.

Four measures had

been introduced.
1.

SB 1555 by Senator Alquist (D-san Jos·e 1, which was the companion bill to AB 1471.

2.

SB 1482-3 by Senator Grunsky (.R-Watsonville 1, \fuich. was
sponsored by the County Supervisors As·soci.ation.

3.

SB 1354 by Senator Wedworth CD-Ha:wthornel, which was sponsored
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by "private development intereste."95 According to
Senator Wedworth's office, support for this bill c~e
from "local government, private interest groups and
property owners on the coast."96
4.

SB 1619 by Senator Dills (D-Gardena), which had the support of
Southern California land developers. It was written by the
law firm of the chairman of the California Advisory Commission
on Coastal and Marine Resources.97

The bills varied significantly.
SB 1482-3 by Grunsky relied heavily on existing local government
agencies.

It established a fifteen-member state commission with the Lieuten-

ant Governor and the Secretaries of four agencies -- Resources, Business
and Transportation, Agriculture and Services,

~~d

Human Relations -- joined

by the chairmen and vice-chairmen of the five regional councils.

The mem-

bership of these regional councils was to be determined by a federally recognized regional planning agency consisting of two or more counties.

Either

the chairman or vice-chairman of each regional council had to be a "nonpublic official who has knowledge in shoreline planning and conservation."
The coverage of the bill was to 1,000 yards inland with the usual urban and
BCDC exclusions.

The state commission would adopt a set of criteria and

transmit these to the local agencies who would formulate the local elements
of the plan and send them to the councils.

Here the elements were to be

analyzed for conformity to the criteria and, when satisfactory, be amalgamated into the regional plan which would be transmitted to the state.
final state plan would be a sum of these.

The

The state commission was required

to adopt this state plan within thirty months of the effective date of the
bill.

The plan and recommendations for necessary funding were then to be

submitted to the Legislature for approval.

Before adoption of state cri-

teria, development in the coastal zone which alters the state of any natural

area or access

water area, reduces the amount of public beach or re

to it, or interferes with public views of the coast from the street nearest
the coast could have have taken place
the local agency and the council.

a permdt from both
of criteria, the local

After

agency was to use them to judge a

and, as the

it was to use that portion of the plan which had
levels.
final.

Appeal to the regional council was

an was prepared,

approved by higher
and its decision was

Thus, there was a great role for local government in this plan.

SB 1619 (Dills) would have created the State Coastal Resources Management Board, appointed by the Governor.

Of its five members, four were to

be experts in some facet of coastal management.
full time.

The chairman was to serve

The seven regional boards were made up of representatives of

the various economic and government interests in the coastal zone plus
three experts in environmental planning, a total of nine members in all.
The final policy statement, which covers 1,000 yards inland, was to be
made up of the regional elements which were summations of the local elements
plus the California Comprehensiye Ocean Area Plan (COAP}.

By January 15,

1974, the state board was required to transmit the COAP and th.e amalgamated regional plans to the Governor and the Legislature.

The local plan-

ning units were to issue permits for development using as a criterion for
judgment that portion of the final plan which had been approved, whether
the local or the regional element.
by the regional boards.

There was to be review of these decisions.

BCDC was the only exclusion from jurisdiction.

Later, the portion of the bill dealing wi.th the

bodies was amended

to set up five regions with nine members, five of Whom were to be local
elected officials.

In this it became similar to the other proposals.
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The final bill, SB 1354 (Wedworth), established the California Coastal
Resources Controls Authority consisting of fifteen members; five from the
Governor's cabinet, five public members appointed by the Governor, and
the five chairmen of the Coastal Area Boards.

These Boards were to be

made up of four public members appointed by the Governor and five local
elected officials.

The bill provided coverage three miles seaward (as

did the other bills) and inland "to a line approximately parallel to the
coastline encompassing the first hydrographic or drainage area contiguous
to the ocean irrespecti-ve of distance."
clusions.

There were no provisions for ex-

After public hearing and ri th the advice of the CMC, the Author-

ity was to adopt criteria to guide local preparation of coastal elements
for Board approval.

Within 36 months of the effective date of the bill,

the Authority was required to adopt a comprehensive statement of criteria
and a plan for public acquisition and development of th.e coastline.

Be-

fore adoption of statewide criteria, proposed developments authorized by
local agencies were subject to the review of the Board and the Authority.
Failure to act within 10 days of local authorization constituted approval.
After criteria had been adopted, local approval of development was subject
to automatic review by the Boards.

The votes of six of the nine members

were required to disapprove the development.

The authority could override

the local agency within ten days if the board did not.

The bill appro-

priated $750,000 from the general fund, of which$2)0,000 was to be used
by local agencies for the preparation of their coastal elements.

Instru-

mental in the writing of this bill was James Kuebelebeck, at the time
associated with Deane & Deane, Inc.,

, an affiliate of Westinghouse.

The Company owns considerable property on the San Mateo coast.98 Mr.
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Kuebelebeck's involvement with this bill illustrates the fact that numerous
interests on all sides of the issue have formulated proposals and found
legislators willing to sponsor them in Sacramento.
All the bills which originated in the Senate, excluding SE 1555, were
much more palatable to the local interests and resource users.
much more local involvement.

They had

They set up a system of management which

was much less likely to be influenced by conservationist views than the
proposal of AB 1471.

In the more conservative Senate, they stood a better

chance of passage.
All the bills were sent to the Senate Committee on Natural Resources
and Wildlife, chaired by Senator Nejedly, sponsor of one of the 1971 bills.
Previously, bills such as this had been sent to the more conservative
Committee on Government Organization, so the committee assignment was a
small victory for those hoping for some type of regulation.
Aside from Assemblyman Z'Berg's decision to oppose AB 1471, the Coastal
Alliance had, up to this time, Jnaintained a united front.
in the Coastal Alliance came at this point.

The second break

In early August, Senator Al-

quist, sponsor of the companion bill AB 1471, announced he had agreed to
combine his bill with that of Senator Grunsky.

The Planning and Conserva-

tion League, active in this decision, assumed the legislative session would
end in August.

The officials of the group felt it was very important that

the Senate go on record in support of the concept of coastal protection.
Also, they felt that the Senate would not accept a bill like AB 1471, even
in its amended form.

Since they felt that the Sieroty bill had already

been "watered down" considerably, they decided to try a compromise which
they hoped would produce a better bill. 99

Senator Alquist, Senator Grunsky,
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, and the Planning and

the Senate Natural Resources and Wildlife

Conservation League cooperated to produce an wmended vers
It differed from AB 1471 in that it created five

of SB 1555.
commissions whose

membership varied from twelve to sixteen.

These members were equally divided

between elected public officials chosen

the

recognized public

regional planning agency and public members chosen by the Governor, the
Senate Rules Committee, and the Speaker of the Assembly.

The California

Coastal Zone Conservation and Development Commission vas composed of the
chairmen and vice-chairmen of the five regional commissions.

Each regional

commission would elect the chairman and vice-chairman from among its membership, one of whom would be an elected public official and the other a
public member.

The state commission was to submit guidelines to the regional

commissions which would prepare the regional elements of the plan.

Th.e

regional commissions were to transmit th.eir plans to the state commission
by July 1974.

The state commission was to adopt a state plan by October

1974 and submit it to the Governor and the Legislature no later than the
fifth day of the 1975 Regular Session of the Legislature.
would then review it, and adopt and implement it.

The Legislature

The regional agencies

were granted review power over the per.mits granted by the local a.genci.es;
no longer were permits to be required of both the local agency and the
regional commission.
Substantial opposition to this bill developed among conservationists.
There were cries of "sellout," and it seemed the uni.ted front of the Coastal
Alliance was at an end.

Because of this adverse reaction, the Alquist-

Grunsky bill was further amended in mid-September.
regional commissions:

There were again six

one of eight members, four of twelve, and one of

sixteen.

Each had an equal number of

~embers

and elected officials.

The state commission was compo.sed of six local elected officials, one from
each regional commission, and six

by the Governor,

members

In addition, the state

Senate Rules Committee, and Speaker of the As

commission was now directed to consider the work of the COAP team in formulating the criteria for use by the regional commissions.

The bill covered

1,000 yards inland with exclusions for urban areas, areas under BCDC and
such areas beyond 500 feet inland as the state commission chooses.
The sides were clearly drawn for the vote on the Senate bills.

In

support of the Alquist-Grunsky bill were the Planning and Conservation
League, the CountY, Supervisors Association, and the League of California
Cities.

Senator Alquist said that the compromise measure was opposed by

"extremists of both ends of the issue. "100

The authors could count among

their opponents the California Real Estate Ass-ociation, the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce and the California Coastal Alliance.

Lewis Reid of

the Alliance, who had played a great part in the drafting of AB 1471, said
that "even if the consequences of a further delay were no bill this year,
we would prefer not to see SB 1555, in its present form, reported out."
It would be a tragedy, he continued, "if California handed coastal protection right back to the cities and towns which have made the coast a
playground for private greed for the last century."l01

The split in the

Coastal Alliance appeared complete.
On September 20, 1971, the Senate Natural Resources and Wildlife
Committee took up the Senate coastal bills.
before it could garner enough votes to be

None of the four coastal bills
out.

All four of the
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Senate bills died in this Committee.

The Committee consultant, Mr. Robert

Testa, maintained that only one bill had a chance of getting out.l02

The

tied to special interest groups

Wedworth and Dills bills were too

to garner any votes besides those of their authors.
compromise bill was initially written in August.

The Alquist-Grunsky

Testa has argued that

the bill was weak and substantial opposition developed to it in this form.
A second set of amendments, which Mr. Testa believed greatly strengthened
the bill, was offered in mid-September but there was not sufficient time
to gain support for the bill and the votes were not there when needed.

In

addition, the testimony of the Coastal Alliance against SB 1555 was especially damning.

With the defeat of all the Senate bills, AB 1471 was

left as the sole coastal protection bill.

It picked up some additional

support after the defeat of the opposing measure.
he was prepared to support AB 1471.

Senator Grunsky said

He declared his support saying, "I

have asked others to set aside their preference in order to attain some
form of reasonable coastline protection legislation this year. nl03

In

addition, AB 1471 could now boast of a substantial list of endorsements by
local government bodies including:
Sonoma County Board of Supervisors
City of Los Angeles
City and County of San Francisco

J

Marine County Board of Supervisors
Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisors
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
City of San Jose
City of Santa Rosa
City of San Luis Obispo
City of Mountain View

both of these areas were
excluded by the bill in
its final form
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The bill also could boast of the endorsement of numerous newspapers, ineluding the conservative Sacramento Union.

The Planning and Conservation

ance went forth to its toughest battle reunited.
AB 1471 was subject to two amendments in the Senate, the first coming
on October 22, 1971.

An Assembly amendment had added a city councilman

appointed by the Governor to each regional commission.

This was changed

to a city councilman chosen by a two-thirds vote of the other

~embers.

other small changes were also included.

On November 2, 1971, the Senate Natural Resources and Wildlife Committee heard testimony on AB 1471.

The bill was subjected to a barrage

of criticism from its long-time opponents including representatives of
local government, realtors, builders, and the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
The Committee decided to postpone a vote on the

~easure

for at least a week.

On November 3, after the hearing, further amendments to the bill
were offered.

The

~st

important one excluded from the coverage of the

bill the harbors of Humboldt Bay, Los Angeles, Long Beach, and Crescent
City.

In addition, the boundaries of the regional commissions were changed

and their composition adjusted accordingly.

Finally, throughout the bill

there were numerous wording changes which altered its tone.

The thrust

of the bill was no longer conservation; development was discussed
more favorable terms.

in~uch

'

For example, where the declaration of policy had

previously read "the pe:rmanent protection of the remaining natural and
scenic resources of the California coast is o:f paramount concern, 11 it now
included the phrase:
while giving appropriate consideration to possible use or development within the coastal zone which ~ay be neces·s·ary and desirable •..
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In addition, the land-use element of the coastal plan was to include "identification of priorities for potentially desirable developments of regional
and statewide significance ••• ".
On November 16, the Committee again took up the question of AB 1471.
With Senators .Arlen Gregorio (D-8an .Mateo) , Albert Rodda (D-Sacramento),
Robert Lagomarsino (R-Ojai), and John Nejedly (R-Walnut Creek)
the bill, it was one vote shy of the five needed.

voting for

Senators Dennis Carpenter

(R-Newport Beach), H. L. Richardson (R-Arcad.ia), Gordon Cologne CR-Indio},
and Ralph Dills (D-Gardena) voted against the bill.

Senator

J~es

Wed-

worth (D-Hawthorne), who had earlier agreed to vote for the bill, was absent on "personal business" that day buying horses for his ranch.

He later

said that he would not have voted for the Dill and would not support a
call for reconsideration of it since it was too

11

weak. "104

Many doubted

his stated reasons.105
Other Senators who opposed the bill gave a variety of reasons.
Cologne (R-Indio) stated that th.e bill had too many exemptions.
that wherever there was any controversy, the author
clude that area.

~ended

Senator

He asserted

the bill to ex-

He stated that the areas near the population centers are

developing fastest and should be covered.106

Senator Cologne is co-author

of the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act which. reorganized the State
Water Quality Control Board and strengthened its powers.

Others have stated

that Senator Colgone was influenced by the Reagan administration's opposition to the bil1.107

Senator H. L. Richardson CR-.Arcadia) express.ed his

dislike of state appointees' controlling coastal development and stated his
opposition to moving land-use control up to the regional 1eve1.108

Senator

Carpenter (R-Newport Beach) also expressed opposition to the concept of

regional government.

In addition, he stated that the bill does not take

into consideration "the future power

s of our State or the future

."109

need for homes, businesses, and
Explanations of the Failure to Act
In view of what can be expected to

in 1972, it is important to

examine the statements of Assemblyman Sieroty and the
concerning the defeat of AB 1471.

administration

Sieroty claims that the supporters of

AB 1471, made every effort to come to an agreement with those who opposed
the bill, emphasizing that the bill was amended six times.llO

He stated that

he believed the attitude of the Governor and his administration was the
principal reason for the defeat of the bill.

In addition, he pointed to

the efforts of major special interest groups, calling attention to the
last-minute activities of representatives of land developers and utilities.
He blamed the "distorted offerings of certain groups, such as the Chambers
of Commerce and the County Supervisors Association of California" as
another reason for defeat.

Finally, Assemblyman Sieroty claimed the Governor

presented a distorted view of the role of the COAP:
... the COAP will not provide comprehensive planning for the
protection of the coast. The objective of the COAP is data
gathering which is the first step in the planning process.
Under our bill, the COAP resources and materials will be
placed under the jurisdiction of the Coastal Zone Commission
to assist it in finalizing a comprehensive enforceable coastal
plan. Given our extensive involvement of local government
in the development of this plan, the work of the COAP will
be invaluable •...
He asserted that this contradicted Reagan's previous statements in which he
stressed the importance of local involvement in the planning process.
The reply of the Reagan administration came in a

by Secretary

N. B. Livermore of the Natural Resources Agency on November 19, 1971.111
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He outlined his major criticisms of the bill as follows:
1.

It inserted wide-r~nging land-use controls instead of
sticking to the concept of controlling the key narrow
coastal strip, as was done with BCDC.

2.

It added another layer of regional government.

3.

There was a lack of bipartisan support for the bill.

4.

There was an apparent lack of agreement among conservation groups favoring the bill and no clear-cut outline of their objectives.

5.

There were too many exclusions in the bill.

6.

The bill was too complex in its structure and lacked
realism in its modest $600,000 budget proposal.

7.

It subscribed to the theory that to obtain environmental
objectives, we should "cop out by going to the bigger
stick that could be furnished by higher levels of government."

Livermore reiterated the Reagan administration's support for the principles
outlined in his Anaheim speech of March 1971.
Legislative Action 1972
The 1972 battle picked up where it left off in 1971.

As of this writ-

ing four major bills are under consideration in the Legislature.

On the

Senate side, Senator James Wedworth has introduced SB 2 which is basically
the same as the amended version

o~

SB 1354 of 1971.

Senator Wedworth claims

as co-authors Senator Tom Carrell (D-san Francisco} and :Assemblymen William
Ketchum (R-Paso Robles) and Bill Brophy (R-·Los Angeles).

His bill has re-

ceived the endorsement of the California Department of Conservation.

Senator

Dennis Carpenter (R-Santa Barbara) has introduced SB 860, which establishes
a fifteen-member state commission appointed by the governor.
fi~teen

Nine of these

members will be chosen from a list submitted by local governments;

there are no regional commissions.

The state commission would establish

in preparing detailed plans,

guidelines to be used by local

which would be submitted to the state commission for approval.

The plan-

ning process is to take six years.
When restrictions on the use of coastal property are imposed, there
are provisions in the bill which would provide for compensation of the
owners whether or not actual physical "taking" has occurred.

The final

two bills are SB 100 by Senator Donald Grunslcy (R-Watsonville) and AB 200
by Assemblyman Alan Sieroty (D-Los Angeles).

On introduction, these were

identical bills which were a modified version of the last amended form of
AB 1471 of 1971.

Major changes included the deletion of many of the urban

and harbor exclusions, return to a fifty-fifty balance of local elected
officials and appointed public members, and return to the conservationoriented language of the early versions of the bill.

In addition, the

bill contains an appropriation of $5 million for a four-year period from
the Bagley Conservation Fund.

In order to pass a bill containing an appro-

priation before the budget has been passed, the author must secure a letter
of permission from the Governor; since such help is not anticipated by the
sponsors, these bills will not be acted upon until well into the session.
Another important change from 1971 is the addition of many new co-sponsors,
including:
Assemblyman William Bagley (R-san Rafael)
Assemblyman Bob Wood (R-Monterey)
Senator Randolph Collier (D-Yreka)
President Pro-Tem of the Senate James Mills (D-San Diego)
The Sieroty-Grunsky bill at introduction could

clai~

EUch more bipartisan

support than was the case in 1971.
Since the introduction of SB 100 and AB 200 each has been amended.
The major change in AB 200 has been the addition of one more local elected
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official to each of the regional commissions, giving them majority control .
.AB 200 has been passed by the Assembly Committee on Planning and Land Use

and the Assembly Ways and Means Committee and has gone to the floor.

SB 200

has undergone significant amendment and presently restricts development no
more than did the final version of AB 1471 which" was defeated last year.ll2
SB 200 is currently resting in the Senate Natural Resources and Wildlife
Committee.

Since last session there has been a change in the membership of

this committee.

Senator Albert Rodda (D-Sacramento) has been replaced by

Senator Peter Behr (R-Marin} who has a record of support for environmental
protection legislation and is a co-sponsor of AB 200 and SB 100.

Senator

Gordon Cologne has been appointed to a judgeship and his place has been
taken by Senator George Zenovich, a liberal Democrat from Fresno.
This year will see the frustration of the conservationists lead to the
circulation of several major environmental initiative petitions, one of
which will deal with coastal land-use regulation.

The initiative, if suc-

cessful, will enact into law a coastal land-use regulation policy very similar to that proposed in the Sieroty bill before it was amended.
Conclusion
This paper has outlined the history of state policy concerning coastal
land-use regulation.

In the early study commissions and the later governor's

commission reports, the problems of the coastline were presented.

In 1967,

the Legislature passed the Marine Resources Conservation and Development Act
which called for the creation of a Comprehensive Ocean Area Plan.

Since

then, the Legislature has been attempting to agree on the next step.

The

stumbling block to the creation of statewide policy is now disagreement on
the appropriate implementation procedure.

Opinions vary widely on th"e
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proper future for the coastal region.
development.

Some want preservation, some total

Most are between the two extremes.

The views of the partici-

pants in the discussion over the last seven years have been presented, especially their views concerning local control and the importance of economic
development for the region.

To further present the issues in the dispute,

the legislative history of the major coastal protection bills of the last
two years has been detailed.

To bring the report up to date, the proposals

of the present year have been outlined.
Nineteen seventy-two is something of a year of decision for coastal
resource management.

With the completion of the COAP in March the Reagan

administration is faced with the further articulation of a policy.

The

joining of the legislative forces of Assemblyman Sieroty and Senator Grunsky
initally promised a more successful effort than in 1971 for the approach
taken by conservationists.

The prospect that the bill would at least pass

the legislature was enhanced by the sponsors' agreement to accept probable
local control of the regional boards.

Hopes were dashed, however, when the

bill was turned back on a 4-4 vote of the Senate Natural Resources Committee
on May 15.
measure.

Labor lobbyists were widely credited with the defeat of the
Both developers and labor expressed fear of the consequences if

construction was suspended on the coast.

The Senate Natural Resources Com-

mittee did pass a measure on the same date that would establish a fifteenmember state board to draft and develop a comprehensive land use plan for
the entire coast, from 1,000 yards inland to three miles seaward.

The bill,

sponsored by Senator Dennis Carpenter, who voted against the Grunsky bill,
provided for a board in whose composition the developers could have confidence.
Nine of the members were to be appointed by the Governor from a list of nomi-
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nees submitted by the boards of supervisors of coastal counties.

To con-

servationists this meant a continuation of the policies that were bringing
extensive development of the coast.
Further action in 1972 could come from the vote of the people.

On the

June 2 primary ballot is Proposition 9, the People's Lobby Initiative, which
deals with a variety of environmental concerns, some of which affect the
coast.

In particular, moratoria on nuclear plant construction and oil dril-

ling near the seashore were aimed at preserving the coast.

For the November

ballot, the California Coastal Alliance sought to qualify a Coastline Initiative petition, whose content was essentially the same as the SierotyGrunsky bill.

Its sponsors were faced with the necessity of obtaining more

than 300,000 valid signitures by June 1, an effort that was hampered by the
confusion in the public mind between Proposition 9 and the Coastal Initiative.
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